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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Background 

Almost evei7 organization, large or small, uses forecasting to plan future events. 

Forecasting usually considers past information because we do not know the fliture. Due 

to the uncertainty of the future, there must always be forecasting errors. Forecasting is 

defined as the prediction of fiiture events based on known past values of relevant 

variables (Makridakis, Wheelwright, & Hyndman, 1998). Of the four management 

flmctions: planning, organizing, leading, and controlling, planning is the foundation of 

management acti\-ities (Robbins, 2000). When managers fail to perform planning 

activities effectively, products or services may be unacceptable to customers. Accurate 

forecasting is essential for managers to plan effectively. Inaccurate forecasting may lead 

to bad decisions that may lead to ineffective management in overall operations. 

Forecasting plays an important role in some areas in business. Forecasting affects 

the functions of production, transportation, cash flow, personnel, inventories, and so on. 

For instance, sales forecasting affects the level of production. Materials, labor, financing, 

inventories, and service may be determined on the basis of the sales forecasting. Accurate 

forecasting will optimize the scheduUng of labor and the control of inventories. 

Moreover, forecast results have an effect on customer satisfaction. For example, under

production produces dissatisfaction among customers because they carmot have the 

product they want. This results in loss of market share. On the other hand, over-



production is costly because of investment in increased food costs, labor costs, and 

inventory costs. The accuracy of forecasts alTects the bottom line. 

A \'ariety of forecasting methods are used in management. A study done by 

Mentzer and Cox (1984) indicated that forecast users are very familiar with subjective 

(judgmental) methods. Judgmental approaches are widely used in business and other 

organizations to forecast vaiiables in practice (Dalrymple, 1987; Sanders & Manrodt, 

1994). Also, users are also \'ery familiar with the simpler quantitative methods, such as 

mo^ ing a\erages, exponential smoothing, and regression models (Mentzer & Cox, 1984). 

However, in terms of satisfaction, forecast users are less satisfied with subjective 

methods than \\ ith objective methods. Regression provides the highest level of 

satisfaction followed by exponential smoothing and moving average methods. 

Miller and ShankUn (1988) noted that forecasting is especially critical in the 

foodsenice industry because of the perishable nature of the product. Most production is 

also made immediately prior to service. There is no room for inventory, storage, or 

holding of the finished product beyond demand levels. Forecasting in the foodservice 

industry affects food production, customer satisfaction, employee morale, manager 

confidence, inventory, staffing, and financial status (Messersmith & Miller, 1991). 

Inaccurate forecasting results in over-production or under-production. Finally, inaccuracy 

in forecasting leads to increased costs and decreased customer satisfaction. 

In general, in university foodservice organizations, managers are in charge of 

forecasting decisions (Repko & Miller, 1990). They use historical data, including past 

production information and past customer counts, to forecast customer demand. Also, 



forecasting is alTected by many variables such as different populations every semester, 

weather, food menu items, special student activities, special holidays, food trends, day of 

the week, and money a\ailability (Sanchez & Miller, 1995). Based on the historical data 

and the variables, managers frequently employ intuitive guesses and naive methods 

compared to mathematical forecasting methods (Messersmith & Miller, 1991; Miller, 

McCahon, & Miller, 1991a; Repko & Miller, 1990). Many foodservice managers do not 

use their personal computers for the purpose of forecasting (Finley & Kim, 1986; Repko 

& Miller, 1990), because they may not know how to use the personal computers to 

forecast. Or, they do not have enough knowledge of mathematical forecasting methods 

such as moving average, exponential smoothing, regression, and Box-Jenkins. The 

important fact is that many researchers have reported that even simple forecasting 

mathematical methods outperform intuitive guesses or naive models (Messersmith & 

Miller, 1991; Miller, McCahon, & Bloss, 1991). Moreover, simple mathematical models 

can be as accurate as complex mathematical models. Since managers are involved in 

managing many areas such as personnel, production, service, and sanitation, finding 

efficient forecasting methods which can be done with Uttle time or effort is essential. In 

summary, the development of accurate, simple, and time-saving forecasting methods is 

highly recommended. 

Statement of the Problem 

Institutional foodservice organizations require managers to keep tight control of 

costs. In the institutional foodservice industry, the task of forecasting is usually done by 



the foodservice managers. Having a good forecast of meal counts helps managers to plan 

and control. Managers recognize the need for better forecasting methods and the use of 

personal computers. Nevertheless, currently, many operation managers in foodservice 

frequently predict future customer demand basing on their judgments on experience or 

manually-generated naive models. According to Messersmith and Miller (1991), even 

simple quantitati\'e techniques, such as naive methods, outperform the intuitive 

assessments of experts. However, Miller, McCahon, and Bloss (1991) discovered that 

manually generated naive models produced less accurate forecasts than did computerized 

mathematical models. Messersmith and Miller (1991) also indicated that mathematical 

forecasting models could provide users with a critical advantage over non-users in a 

competitive environment. Efficient computerized mathematical forecasting methods will 

help institutional foodservice management control or even reduce costs in addition to 

increased customer satisfaction. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to identify the most appropriate forecasting method 

for an existing institutional foodservice facihty at Texas Tech University. This study 

compares different forecasting models with two data sets: the 2000 spring semester data 

and the 2000 fall semester data. Both data sets were used to forecast meal counts for the 

2001 spring semester. The specific purpose of this study is to: (1) identify the best 

quantitative method, based on accuracy, to forecast meal counts for the 2001 spring 

semester; (2) identify the most appropriate forecasting method based on accuracy and 



easy of use in practice; (3) identify whether the 2000 spring semester data is better than 

the 2000 fall semester data to forecast meal counts for the 2001 spring semester. 

Research Ouestions 

The research questions of this study are: 

1. Is there a trend or seasonality observable in the past data? 

2.What is the most accurate forecasting method? 

3. What is the simplest forecasting method for managers? 

4. What is the most appropriate forecasting method based on accuracy and easy of use? 

5. What is the accuracy of naive models? 

6. Is the 2000 spring semester data better than the 2000 fall semester data to forecast the 

meal counts of the 2001 spring semester? 

Definitions 

Accuracy - The criterion for assessing the performance of alternative forecasting 

methods. It refers to the correctness of the forecast as measured events against actual 

events. The most popular criteria are mean absolute deviation {MAD) and mean squared 

error {MSE) (Shim, 2000). 

Best Guess method - Forecasting predictions are based on the forecaster's 

previous experience and intuitive guesses (PhiUips, 1994). 

Cycles - Cycles are patterns in the data that occur every several years (Heizer & 

Render, 2001). 



Demand - The desire to purchase a good or service (Nisberg, 1988). 

Deseasonalizing - A process that removes the effects of seasonality from the raw 

data (Hanke, Wichern, & Reitsch, 2001). 

Forecasting - A technique for utilizing past information in a systematic way to 

estimate future needs (Messersmith & Miller, 1991). 

Forecast model - .Â  technique that utilizes either mathematical or non-

mathematical methods to estimate the forecast (Chase & Aquilano, 1992). 

Judgmental (Qualitative) Forecast - A method that brings together in an 

organized way personal judgments about the process being analyzed (Shim, 2000). 

Mathematical Forecasting - A quantitative forecasting technique that requires a 

certain formula to calculate fijture demand (Wheelwright & Makridakis, 1985). 

Over-forecasting - Forecasting estimates are higher than actual demand 

(Messersmith & Miller, 1991). 

Pattern of Demand - The trend, cycle, or seasonality which appears on the time 

plot (Chase & Aquilano, 1992). 

Random variations - "Blips" in the data caused by chance and unusual situations. 

They follow no discernible pattern, so they cannot be predicted (Heizer & Render, 2001). 

Seasonality - A data pattern that repeats itself after a period of days, weeks, 

months, or quarters. For example, three "seasons"—May, July, and September—each 

contain a big beer-drinking holiday (Heizer & Render, 2001). 

Time Series - Sets of numerical data obtained at regular periods over time 

(Levine, Berenson, & Stephan, 1999). 



Trend - The gradual upward or downward movement of the data over time. For 

example, changes in income, population, or age distribution may accounts for movement 

in trend (Heizer & Render, 2001). 

Under-forecasting - Forecasting estimates are smaller than actual demand, which 

leads to run out of food items (Messersmith & Miller, 1991). 

White noise - The lack of any patterns in the data series (Makridakis, 

Wlieelwright, & Hyndman, 1998). 

Research Assumptions 

The research assumptions of this study are the following: 

1. The number of meal contracts remains constant during the semester. However, it 

changes fi"om semester to semester. In general, students pay the full amount at the 

beginning of the semester. Thus, the population is considered constant for the rest 

of the semester. 

2. Factors affecting the behavior of students with meal contracts are the same as 

previous years. 

3. The forecast is designed for normal situations. Therefore, extraordinary situations 

are not included in the forecasting. 

4. The 2000 fall semester data can be used to predict the meal counts of the 2001 

spring semester. 



Research Limitations 

The research limitations of this study arc the following: 

1. This research analyzes the data of only one dining facility at Texas Tech 

Uni\ ersity. The result of this research might apply only to TTU or even only to 

the dining center that provided the data for this study. In addition, data of only 

one semester was used to forecast the 2001 spring semester meal counts. 

2. Variables atTecting attendance in the dining center were not considered. For 

instance, the behavior of female students is sometimes different in spring and fall 

semesters. During spring semester, female students sometimes skip meals because 

they try to lose weight to fit into swimming suits. During fall semester, female 

students do not go out to eat as fi'cquently as normal when the weather is very 

cold. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

What is Forecasting? 

Robbins (2000) classifies management fiinctions in four categories as follows: 

planning, organizing, leading, and controlling. Planning is the basis of management 

activities. If managers fail to perform planning properly, products and services may be 

unacceptable to customers. Forecasting plays an important role in planning. Forecasting 

accuracy w ill help managers to perform planning functions efficiently. Forecasting is 

defined as a technique utihzing past information in a systematic way to estimate fliture 

needs (Messersmith & Miller, 1991). It might involve taking historical data and 

projecting them into the future with mathematical models. It might also be a subjective or 

intuitive prediction. Or, it might involve a combination of these, that is, a mathematical 

model adjusted by a manager's good judgment (Heizer & Render, 2001). Regardless of 

different forecasting methods, the common goal of forecasting is to make correct 

predictions of fiiture events, so that these projections can be incorporated into the 

decision-making process (Levine, Berenson, & Stephan, 1999). 

History of Forecasting 

Many of the forecasting techniques used currently were developed in the 

nineteenth century. By contrast, some techniques were developed and have received 

attention only recently (Hanke & Reitsch, 1998). With the development of more 



sophisticated forecasting techniques along with the use of personal computers and 

associated sofiware, forecasting has received more and more attention. 

As time goes on, the computer has been increasingly recognized as an important 

tool in forecasting. For instance, computers help foodservice operators to order the right 

amount of food, schedule employees, track inventory, and make reservations (Knapp, 

1994). Modem managers take advantage of the ease and availability of forecasting 

afforded by computers. New techniques for forecasting continue to be developed as 

management concern \s ith the forecasting process continues to grow. 

The Need for Forecasting 

Hanke and Reitsch (1998) noted that forecasters could only attempt to make the 

inevitable errors as small as possible. Despite inherent inaccuracies, forecasting is 

necessary because all organizations must make decisions under uncertainty. Educated 

guesses about the future are more acceptable to organization managers than are 

uneducated guesses. Forecasting requires that analysis, judgment, common sense, and 

business experience be considered. In a competitive environment, mathematical 

forecasting models can provide users with a critical advantage over non-users (Georgoff 

& Murdick, 1986). For instance, accurate forecasting results in customer satisfaction, 

personnel pride, manager confidence, operational controls, and profit or break-even 

financial status (Messersmith & Miller, 1991). 
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Who Needs Forecasts? 

Because of the need to plan the conditions of the future, almost every 

organization, large or small, private and public, uses forecasting (Hanke & Reitsch, 

1998). For instance, forecasting demand for goods and services is critical to hospitality 

management. The efficiency and effectiveness of hospitality operations will be enhanced 

if the demand for food, rooms, and other services are ibrecasted accurately. In every area 

of operations, accurate forecasts can offer a sound basis for managerial decision-making. 

Forecasting in Foodservice Organizations 

Forecasting especially plays a crucial role in foodservice operations because of 

the perishable nature of food products. Also, food menu items are prepared immediately 

prior to service to customers. Studies conducted to determine the importance of 

forecasting in foodservice operations have noted that forecasting is an important 

managerial function (Repko & Miller, 1990; Miller & Shanklin, 1988). Inaccurate 

forecasting results in over-production and under-production, and it is costly to the 

operation in both dollars and customer satisfaction (Cullen, Hoover, & Moore, 1978; 

Messersmith & Miller, 1991). 

Commercial Foodservice Organizations 

Menus generally remain static in the commercial foodservice industry, while 

menu variety changes on a daily basis in the noncommercial foodservice industry. Thus, 
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managers in the commercial foodservice operations can forecast standard menus more 

easily than can noncommercial foodservice managers. 

Restaurants 

Accurately forecasting demand for goods or services is crucial for effective and 

efficient restaurant operations. Research was conducted in commercial foodservice 

operations to de\ elop, test, and evaluate mathematical time-series forecasting methods 

(Miller, McCahon, & Miller, 1991a). To determine the best method, the forecast error 

was calculated by using Mean Absolute Deviation {MAD) and Mean Squared Error 

{MSE). The results indicated that time-series forecasting techniques were suitable for the 

commercial foodservice industry. 

Miller, McCahon, and MiUer (1993) evaluated time-series forecasting methods in 

two commercial foodservice operations. Forecasting error was measured by using MAD 

and MSE. The results indicated that the simple exponential smoothing method provided 

the most accurate forecasts of production. The researchers also recommended using 

computers employing simple mathematical methods to increase operation effectiveness. 

Repko and Miller (1990) disclosed that few food service operations use 

mathematical forecasting methods. Food service managers do not use mathematical 

forecasting approaches because they do not completely understand how to use them. 

12 



Airline Food Service 

Forecasting the number of meals needed on a flight is difficult because of the time 

constraints in estimating an accurate number of passengers and meal variety 

requirements. One study found that the number of airline fiight meals is generally 

underestimated (Pederick, Babakus, & Richardson, 1993). When the customers cannot 

receive their food choice due to under-prediction of the demand, customer satisfaction 

with the airline is hkely to decrease. Thus, accurate forecasting should be implemented in 

order to increase customer satisfaction. 

Non-commercial Foodservice Organizations 

While menu \'ariety changes on a daily basis in the noncommercial foodservice 

industry, menus generally remain static in the commercial foodservice organizations. As 

a result, noncommercial foodservice managers spend more time in producing food 

production forecasts than do commercial foodservice managers. 

College and University Food Service Operations 

Repko and Miller (1990) found that the need for forecasting in college and 

university foodservice operations is especially important due to their non-profit nature. 

Food production forecasting has been mainly implemented based on manually generated 

naive models or intuitive guesses. Mathematical methods and computers were neglected 

because both had reputations of being difficult to understand. However, increased 

utihzation of personal computers facihtates the use of computers for forecasting. 

13 



Research has also indicated that forecasting is an important tool for managers of 

foodservice operations and that continuing training is necessary in the college and 

university foodservice industry. 

Miller, McCahon, and Bloss (1991) conducted development, testing, and 

e\aluation of simple time-series models: the naive method, the simple moving average 

method, and the simple exponential smoothing method, in a university dining facihty. To 

analyze accuracy, mean squared error {MSE), and mean absolute deviation {MAD) were 

measured. The study noted that manually produced naive models generated less accurate 

forecasts than did simple time-series models with computers. Thus, researchers 

recommended the use of computerized mathematical methods for more accurate 

forecasts. 

Miller, Thompson, and OrabeUa (1991) conducted a study to develop, test, and 

evaluate mathematical time-series forecasting methods in a university dining facihty. 

Forecast errors were calculated by using mean squared error {MSE), mean absolute 

deviation {MAD), and mean absolute percentage error {MAPE). The results indicated that 

mathematical models were apphcable to foodservice operations. 

Schools 

The school foodservice industry has grown from small kitchens serving lunch in a 

few schools to a multibiUion-dollar industry serving breakfast and lunch to school 

students year-round (Gregoire, Sneed, & Martin, 1993). Still, the importance of the 

school foodservice industry is expected to grow over time as universal meal programs are 

14 



implemented. Every child has the opportunity to enjoy the benefits of effective child 

nutrition programs. As the school foodservice industry gets bigger, accurate forecasting 

is crucial for the success of management. 

A study to explore the application of mathematical forecasting techniques to the 

Summer Food Service Program (SESP) was conducted (Lin, Hoover, Phillips, & Bremer, 

1997). SESP offers children nutritious meals during the summer when school is closed. 

Accurate forecasting is crucial for the SESP because of limited funds and the short 

duration of the program. The study evaluated the simple moving average method (SMA), 

the simple exponential smoothing method (SES), and Winter's exponential smoothing 

method (WES). The accuracy was measured by forecast error, including mean absolute 

deviation and mean absolute percentage error. The result showed that WES with « = 5 

was the most accurate forecasting method. However, SMA was selected as the most 

appropriate forecasting method due to its simphcity. 

Health Care FaciUties and Hospital Foodservice Operations 

Heahh care foodservice operators are conscious about tight budgets. Thus, 

forecasting has become crucial in managing costs and productivity in health-care 

foodservice. Chandler, Norton, Hoover, and Moore (1982) indicated that simple 

exponential smoothing and simple moving average methods are practical techniques for 

generating a rehable forecast. 

Finley and Kim (1986) surveyed the use of management science techniques 

among health care foodservice operators to determine the value of various techniques. 

15 



They listed 17 techniques, which included inventory control, break-even analysis, capital 

investment, linear programming, and forecasting. The simple moving average forecasting 

method w as not only the fourth most used management science technique, but it was also 

ranked the fourth in terms of value to the foodservice department. Accurate forecasting 

can help managers improve operation management. 

Miller and Shanklin (1988) conducted a study to evaluate the status of menu item 

production forecasting in health care foodservice operations. They found that a variety of 

naive models w ere employed while mathematical forecasting models were not used in 

foodservice operations. Foodservice operators recognized the importance of 

mathematical forecasting, and the imphcation that development of education and 

instructional materials should be implemented. 

The Importance of Forecasting in Foodservice Operations 

Forecasting plays an important managerial function in foodservice organizations. 

Accurate forecasting not only helps managers control food costs, labor costs, and 

inventory costs, but it also improves customer satisfaction (Messersmith & Miller, 1991). 

Controlling Food Costs 

Managers in the institutional foodservice industry should keep tight controls of 

costs. Having a good forecast of customer demand wUl help managers to control or even 

reduce costs (Messersmith & Miller, 1991). Particularly, over-estimation of customer 

demand leads to overproduction and results in extra costs. The problem with over-

16 



forecasting is the cost of unused prepared food in addition to labor costs. Re-handling and 

discarding menu items are also hidden costs of over-forecasting. 

ImproNing Customer Satisfaction 

Customer satisfaction is affected by forecasting (Messersmith & Miller, 1991). 

When forecasts are not accurate, under-forecast ing might occur. This under-forecasting 

leads to underproduction. This makes customers unhappy because they do not receive 

their food choices. The cost of under-forecasting may seem to be minor, but the cost of 

losing customers is critical. The result of under-production might be more harmful than 

over-production because under-production results in losing market share by decreasing 

customer satisfaction. 

Controlling Labor Costs 

Controlling costs through effective labor scheduling can be a challenge. To staff 

correctly, a manager must have an accurate forecast of both how many customers can be 

expected during the meal periods and when the customers will be there during the meal 

periods (Armstrong, 2001). Labor scheduhng is the act of balancing customer demand, 

employee work requests, and profitabihty (Thompson, 1998). Having too few employees 

can lead to poor customer service, overworked employees, and the loss of market share. 

On the other hand, having too many employees reduces operating margins. Labor costs 

are a large portion of the total costs under a manager's control in the foodservice 

industry. For example, with a rehable forecast of covers, a food and beverage manager 

17 



can optimize stafTing and inventory levels. Controls like these can decrease costs 

significantly. Optimizing staffing and inventory levels also should increase revenues in 

the long-term because of high customer satisfaction (Miller, McCahon, & Miller, 1993). 

Controlling Inventory Costs 

Pappas (1997) noted that controlling inventory requires significant cost control. 

Inventory accumulation is based on the forecasts of expected demand. Inaccurate 

forecasting generates some problems. Having too much inventory requires too much of 

an in\ estment, ties up assets, and creates space constraints in distribution centers. On the 

other hand, if the company reduces inventory to more manageable levels, restaurants 

sometimes experience shortages of certain menu items, which disappoint customers and 

cause a loss in market share. Consequently, inventory reduction by accurate forecasting is 

critical to controlling operating costs. 

Production Forecasting in Institutional Foodservice Operations 

Food production forecasting is an important part of planning. It is used by 

managers in estimating the amount of food to purchase and prepare and in scheduUng 

equipment and labor for the preparation and service of food for the customer 

(Messersmith & Miller, 1991). Forecasting food production is somewhat complex in 

institutional foodservice operations because of menu changes on a daily basis and the 

addition of new menu items on a weekly, monthly, seasonal, or yearly basis. Pickert and 

Miller (1996) noted that all operations forecasted food production on a daily basis and 



forecasting was an important flinction in the commercial foodservice sector. The research 

also indicated that new menu items were added zero to five times every 3 months in 

noncommercial operations, while commercial operations added new menu items one to 

two times per year. 

The efTeci of forecasting on food production management can be huge. The 

forecasting fiinction has an effect on overall foodservice operations. Accurate forecasting 

affects production \ olume, costs of under-production or over-production, personnel pride, 

managers' confidence, and customer satisfaction (Messersmith & Miller, 1991). 

Forecasting menu items accurately is one method of satisfying customers by 

meeting quahty and quantity demands with the prevention of over-production or under

production (Messersmith & Miller, 1991). Basically, menu-item forecasting is crucial due 

to factors unique to the foodservice industry. Managers must forecast amounts of food to 

purchase and to produce in advance of service. Over-production and under-production 

result in substantial increase in costs and decrease in customer satisfaction. 

Over-forecasting 

Over-forecasting leads to leftover or wasted food. The largest problem with over-

forecasting is the cost of unused prepared food. In general, many menu items such as 

fresh vegetable salads, grilled sandwiches, breads, and some desserts should be discarded 

if not suitable for reuse. The unused food leads to increased food cost. Even though some 

of the food can be integrated into another day's menu, it may reduce food quahty. Also, it 

may increase the chance of food contamination through prolonged storage. As a result, 
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leftovers may generate dissatisfaction among customers. Over-forecasting also increases 

the labor cost because the additional handling of food requires additional use of 

employees. Generally, labor costs arc hidden in overproduction because the time it takes 

to dispose of or package leftovers is not considered when evaluating labor costs 

(Messersmith & Miller, 1991). 

Under-forecasting 

Under-forecasting leads to food that runs out before customer demand is satisfied. 

It results in more immediate concerns. Under-production leads to increased stress for 

employees, cooks, and managers because they are likely to be concerned about customer 

dissatisfaction and exert extra effort to produce a back-up item (Messersmith & Miller, 

1991). Finally, it will result in decreased employee morale and manager confidence. It 

sometimes can increase cost when customers are compensated by replacing missing items 

with better menu items of higher cost. More importantly, customers do not receive their 

menu choices. This generates unhappy customers, and it may decrease market share. 

Forecasting Methods 

Forecasting is often executed utihzing intuitive estimates made by experienced 

personnel in foodservice operations (Messersmith & Miller, 1991). Although this 

technique continues to be used in many operations, the use of mathematical models 

should be considered. Miller, Thompson, and OrabeUa (1991) noted that mathematical 

forecasting techniques can be used effectively in foodservice operations. Furthermore, 
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they do not have to be complicated to use. Some research indicates that simple 

forecasting models are as accurate as some complex models (Armstrong, 1986; Gergoff" 

& Murdick, 1986; Lawrence, Edmundson, & O'Corner, 1983; Miller, McCahon, & 

Bloss, 1991; Miller, Thompson, & OrabeUa, 1991). Simple forecasting models can be 

easUy used by a manager with only a personal computer, even without specific software 

for foodservice operations. In addition, users do not have to be skilled statisticians to 

apply the necessary spreadsheet formula or to interpret the results (Messersmith & MiUer, 

1991). 

There are two general approaches to forecasting (Heizer & Render, 2001). One is 

quantitative analysis, and the other is a quaUtative approach. Quantitative forecasts use a 

variety of mathematical models that rely on historical data and/or causal variables to 

forecast demand. Subjective or quaUtative forecasts incorporate such factors as the 

decision maker's intuition, emotions, personal experience, and value system in reaching a 

forecast. Some firms use one approach and some use the other. In practice, a combination 

of the two is usuaUy most effective (Heizer & Render, 2001; Makridakis, Wheelwright, 

& Hyndman, 1998). 

QuaUtative Methods 

Recent reviews of the Uterature show that there has been a growing interest in 

judgmental forecasting by researchers over the last decade (Webby & O'Connor, 1996). 

Quahtative forecasting techniques are especiaUy important when historical data are 

unavailable. They depend on human judgment and intuition more than on manipulation 
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of past historical data. Qualitative forecasting techniques fall into four different 

categories: jury of executive opinions, sales force composite, Delphi method, and 

consumer market survey. 

Jury of Executive Opinions 

Jury of executive opinions is a forecasting technique that takes the opinions of a 

smaU group of high-level managers (Heizer & Render, 2001). The jury of executive 

opinion is the most widely used forecasting method, and forecasting users are very 

famihar with it (Mentzer & Cox, 1984). It is used more than any other method for aU 

forecasting levels except product forecasting. 

Sales Force Composite 

Some companies use as a forecast source sales people who have continual 

contacts with customers. Sales people are closest to the ultimate customers, and they may 

have significant insights into the fliture market (Shim, 2000). 

Delphi Method 

Delphi is a group technique in which a panel of experts is individuaUy questioned 

about their perceptions of what future events wiU be or when they may occur 

(Makridakis, Wheelwright, & Hyndman, 1998). This approach uses a series of 

questionnaires to get responses from a panel of experts. 
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Consumer Market Survey 

Some companies conduct their own market surveys of consumer purchasing 

plans. These may consist of telephone contacts, personal interviews, or questionnaires 

(Shim, 2000). 

Quantitative Forecasting Methods 

Unlike qualitative forecasting models, quantitative forecasting models are used 

when sufficient historical data are available. In general, quantitative forecasting methods 

faU into two categories: those based on time-series and those considered associative 

(causal) (Heizer & Render, 2001). 

Time-series Forecasting Methods 

Forecasts based on time-series predict on the assumption that the fliture is a 

function of the past. In other words, forecasters look at what has happened in the past and 

present, and they assume that the same pattern of activities wUl continue in the same 

manner in the future. A time series is based on a sequence of evenly spaced (e.g., weekly, 

monthly, quarterly) data points. Forecasting time-series data impUes that fiiture values are 

predicted only from past values and that other variables may be ignored. The moving 

average model and the exponential smoothing models are most appropriate for 

effectiveness, simphcity, and cost of generating accurate forecasts (Messersmith & 

MiUer, 1991). 
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Naive Methods. Naive methods are forecasting techniques obtained with a 

minimal amount of effort and data manipulation and are based on the most recent 

information aN aUable (Shim, 2000). The naive techniques assume that recent periods are 

the best forecasts of the future (Hanke, Wichern, & Reitsch, 2001). The naive methods 

(educated guesses or intuitive estimates) have been the most used methods, because the 

person responsible often has limited mathematical skiUs (Miller, McCahon, & Miller, 

1991a; Repko & MiUer, 1990). There are several naive models possible, and some of the 

typical naive models are the foUowing: 

1. The simplest naive model is to use the last actual datum of the current period to 

forecast the next period. 

F,+i = Yt (2.1) 

where 

Ft+i= forecast value for the next period 

Yt = actual value at period t. 

2. A modified naive model may be used when trends are considered. 

Ft+i = Yt + (Yt-Yt.i) (2.2) 

This model adds the latest observed period-to-period change to the most recent observed 

variable. Here Yn is the actual value at period t-1. 

3. The third model represents the rate of change rather than the absolute amount of 

change. 

Ft+i = Yt/YM (2.3) 
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According to Hanke, Wichern, and Reitsch (2001), these simple naive methods 

are not costly, easy to implement, and easy to understand. Frequently, the cost and 

complexity of more sophisticated methods are considered more important factors than 

accuracy. For these reasons, small businesses use naive methods in practice. Also, 

businesses w ithout computers or personnel depend on naive methods. Moreover, the 

nai\e methods are frequently applied because of the need to prepare short-term forecasts 

(Heizer & Render, 2001). However, they are disadvantaged in that they do not consider 

any causal relationships that may underlie the forecasted variable (Shim, 2000). 

MoNTng Average Method. The method of moving average involves calculating 

the average of the observations and then employing that average as the predictor for the 

next period (Jarrett, 1991). As each new average is calculated, it becomes the forecast for 

the next period. In other words, each forecast employs the same number of observations 

from a time series and includes only the most recent observations. Equal weights are 

assigned to each observation. The moving average method is highly dependent on n, the 

number of terms selected for constructing the average (Levine, Berenson, & Stephan, 

1999). The equation is as foUows: 

Ft+i = (Yt + Yt-i + Yt.2 + ... + Yt-n+i) / n (2.4) 

where 

Ft+i = forecast value for the next period 

Yt = actual value at period t 

n = number of terms in the moving average. 
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The optimal n value can be determined by interactive models which provide the 

smallest error. In some methods the general approach has been to use MSE (mean 

squared error). The moving average is the most familiar among the objective methods 

employed by forecasting users (Mentzer & Cox, 1984). It has been found to generate a 

high level of satisfaction among its users (Makridakis, Wheelwright, & Hyndman, 1998). 

In practice, it is economical to update, and it does not require much data storage. It is also 

considered a simple mathematical method. Frequently, the moving average methods are 

the most employed when repeated forecasts are necessary. 

Double Moving Average Method. The double moving average method is one 

way to forecast time series data with a Unear trend (Hanke & Reitsch, 1998). First, one 

set of mo^ing a '̂erages is calculated. Then, the second set is calculated as a moving 

average of the first set. This produces the removal of more randomness than in the single 

moving average method (Makridakis, Wheelwright, & Hyndman, 1998). Five equations 

are used in the double moving average: 

The first equation is used to calculate the first moving average. 

Mt = Ft+i = (Yt + Yt-i + Yt.2 + ... + Yt-n+i) / n (2.5) 

The second equation is used to calculate the second moving average. 

M't = (Mt + Mt-i + Mt.2+ ... + Mt-n+i) / n (2.6) 

The third equation is used to calculate the forecasts by adding the difference between the 

two moving averages to the single moving average. 

at=2Mt-M't (2.7) 

The fourth equation is used for an additional adjustment factor. 
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b t = — (Mt-M't) ^^-^^ 

n-\ 

The final equation is used to move the forecast p periods into the future. 

Ft+p= at + btp (2.9) 
where 

n = number of periods in the double moving average 

Yt = actual series value at time period t 

p = number of periods ahead to be forecast. 

No research has been found on this method. 

Simple Exponential Smoothing Method. While the moving average method only 

takes into account the most recent observed values, the simple exponential smoothing 

method provides an exponentiaUy weighted moving average of aU previous observations 

(Hanke, Wichern, & Reitsch, 2001). The exponential smoothing method is a technique 

that uses a weighted moving average of past data as the basis for a forecast. The 

procedure gives heaviest weight to more recent observations and smaUer weights to 

observations in the more distant past. 

The equation for the simple exponential smoothing method is as foUows: 

Ft+i = aYt + ( l - a ) F t . i (2.10) 

where 

Ft+i = new smoothed value or the forecast value for the next period 

a = smoothing constant ( 0 < a < 1) 

Yt= new observation or actual value of series in period t 
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Ft= old smoothed value or forecast lor period t. 

The value of alpha is the key to this method (Hanke, Wichern, & Reitsch, 2001). 

If stable predictions are desired and random variations smoothed, a small value of alpha 

is appropriate. When a rapid change in the pattern of observations is desired, a larger 

\'alue of alpha is required. An interactive procedure that produces the smallest mean 

squared error {MSE) is generally used to estimate alpha, and the value of alpha is chosen 

for use in producing future forecasts. The range of alpha must be larger than zero and 

smaUer than the one in the calculation. 

In general, seasonal patterns have an effect on the value of alpha. When there is a 

seasonal pattern, it is recommended that deseasonaUzed data be employed in the 

exponential smoothing method (Eby & O'NeUl, 1977). Moreover, Famum and Stanton 

(1989) noted that when a seasonaUty pattern is consistent, adjusting seasonal data 

generaUy produces more accurate forecasts. However, one study found that there was 

only a minor improvement when deseasonaUzation before implementing the exponential 

smoothing was adopted (Vincent, 2001). This study also indicated that when the 

exponential smoothing method was strongly affected by a seasonal pattern, the value of 

alpha should be close to zero. Also, a smaU alpha would smooth the curve and minimize 

errors among the fluctuations of different seasons. 

Hanke, Wichern, and Reitsch (2001) noted that the exponential smoothing method 

is effective when there is random demand and no seasonaUty in the data. This method is 

popular because it generates good short-term accuracy. The technique is widely used 

when regular monthly or weekly forecasts are employed. For instance, the exponential 
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smoothing methods are routinely used in inventory control. Moreover, the simple 

exponential smoothing is easy to implement and often used in operations management 

(Adam & Ebert, 1989). One study showed that the exponential smoothing is more 

accurate than the moving average method (Schonberger & Knod, 1994). In addition, 

according to a study conducted by Makridakis, Wheelwright, and Hyndman (1998), 

forecasting users were next most satisfied with the exponential smoothing, after the 

regression method. Not only is the exponential smoothing capable of considerable 

accuracy, it is also easy to understand. 

Double Exponential Smoothing Method. The double exponential smoothing 

model is often referred to as Brown's method. Its use is recommended to forecast time 

series data that have a Unear trend (Hanke & Reitsch, 1998). There are five equations 

employed as foUows: 

The first equation is used for the simple exponentiaUy smoothed value. 

At = aY, + (1 - a) At-i (2.11) 

The second equation is used to compute the double exponentiaUy smoothed value. 

A't = aAt + ( l - a ) A ' t . i (2.12) 

The third equation is used to compute the difference between the exponentiaUy smoothed 

values. 

at = 2At-A't (2.13) 

The fourth equation is used for an additional adjustment factor. 

bt= a ( A t - A ' t ) / ( l - a ) (2.14) 

The final equation is used to move the forecast p periods into the future. 
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Ft+p = a + btp (2.15) 

where 

At = exponentially smoothed value of Yt at time t 

A't = double exponentially smoothed value of Yt at time t 

Ft+i = new smoothed value or the forecast value for the next period 

a = smoothing constant ( 0 < a < 1) 

Yt= new observation or actual value of series in period t 

Ft= old smoothed value or forecast for period t. 

No research article about the double exponential smoothing method has been 

found. 

Holt's Method. One technique frequently used to handle a Unear trend is Holt's 

method. It smoothes the trend by using different smoothing constants, alpha and beta 

(Hanke & Reitsch, 1998). Three equations are used as foUows: 

The first equation is used for the exponentiaUy smoothed series. 

Lt = aYt + ( l - a ) (L t . i + Tt.i) (2.16) 

The second equation is used for the trend estimate. 

Tt=P(Lt-Lt.i) + ( l -P)Tt . i (2.17) 

The third equation is used to move the forecast p periods into the future 

Ft+p=Lt + pTt (2.18) 

where 

Lt = new smoothed value 

a = smoothing constant for the data (0 < a < 1) 
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Yt = new observation or actual value of series in period t 

P = smoothing constant for trend estimate ((0 < a < I) 

Tt = trend estimate 

p = periods to be forecast into the fiiture 

Ft+p = forecast for p periods into the fliture. 

Winter's Method. While Holt's method includes a trend pattern. Winters' method 

considers one additional pattern, the seasonal pattern. This method provides a useful way 

to explain the seasonaUty when time-series data have a seasonal pattern (Hanke & 

Reitsch, 1998). One more equation is employed to estimate seasonaUty, and this 

seasonahty estimate is expressed as a seasonal index. The formula of this method 

includes four equations: 

The first equation is used for the exponentiaUy smoothed series. 

At = aYt / St-L + (1 - a)(At.i)(At.i + Tt.i) (2-19) 

The second equation is used for the trend estimate. 

Tt = P(At-At.i) + ( l -P)Tt . i (2.20) 

The third equation is used for the seasonahty estimate. 

St = yYt/At + (l-y)St-L (2.21) 

The fourth equation is used to move the forecast/> periods into the future. 

Ft4p=(At + pTt)St-L+p (2.22) 

where 

At = new smoothed value 

a = smoothing constant 
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Yt = new observation or actual value of series in period t 

P = smoothing constant for trend estimate 

Tt= trend estimate 

y = smoothing constant for seasonality estimate 

St = seasonal estimate 

p = periods to be forecast into the future 

L = length of seasonality 

Ft+p= forecast for periods into the future. 

When data has seasonal patterns, an alternative technique is to adopt the process 

of deseasonaUzation. DeseasonaUzing is a process that removes the effects of seasonaUty 

from the raw data. Then, the forecasting methods are appUed to the deseasonaUzed data. 

Hanke, Wichern, and Reitsch (2001) noted that forecasters frequently find that adopting 

deseasonaUzed data generates more accuracy than does Winter's method used on the 

original data. This technique also provides the advantage of using the simple exponential 

smoothing method when the data have seasonal patterns but a trend does not exist. 

Associative Forecasting Methods 

Associative (Causal) forecasting methods incorporate the variables that might 

influence the quantity being forecasted. Unlike time series forecasting, associative 

forecasting models usuaUy consider variables that are related to the quantity being 

predicted. This approach is more powerful than time-series methods that use only the 

historic values for the forecasted variable (Heizer & Render, 2001). 
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Linear Regression. Jarrett (1991) noted that one purpose of regression is to 

estimate the nature of the relationship between a dependent variable and an independent 

variable. The dependent variable Y is the one that we want to predict, and the 

independent variable X is the one used to help in the prediction. A simple regression 

model can be expressed in the form of a straight line with the following formula: 

Y = iSo + iSiX + 6 (2.23) 

Here /3o + ^iX is the mean response with X. The deviation 6 is assumed to be independent 

and normaUy distributed with mean 0 and standard deviation cr. |So, |Si,and crare the 

unknowTi constants. 

Regression is the method which users have the highest level of satisfaction with, 

foUowed by the exponential smoothing method (Makridakis, Wheelwright, & Hyndman, 

1998). However, in real-life situations, identifying the relationship between two variables 

as in a simple hnear regression is not frequently appropriate because more than one 

independent variable is usuaUy necessary to predict a dependent variable accurately. 

Multiple Regression. The relationship between two variables aUows forecasting 

the dependent variable from knowledge of the independent variable. However, 

forecasting in many real-life situations is not so simple. The multiple regression is a 

useful extension of the Unear regression. It aUows us to apply several independent 

variables instead of just one variable (Hanke, Wichern, & Reitsch, 2001). SymboUcaUy, 

the equation for multiple regression is: 

Y = iSo + iSiXi + /32X2 + ... + /3kXk + e (2.24) 
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Here Y represents the dependent variable like in the simple regression, and Xi, X2, ..., Xk 

represent the independent variables. Pksand aare the unknown constants. The 

relationship betw een Y and X's can be expressed as a multiple regression model that is 

gi\'en in equation 2.24 after the initial set of independent variables is identified. Given the 

data, the regression coefficients can be estimated using least squares. The least squares 

estimates are denoted by bo, bi, ..., bk, and the estimated regression model is the 

foUowing: 

Y = bo + biXi + b2X2 + ... + bkXk + e (2.25) 

Here the \'alue bo is the Y intercept. The coefficients bi and b2 are referred to as the net 

regression coefficients. The net regression coefficient assesses the average change in the 

dependent \'ariable per unit change in the relevant independent variable. 

The calculations in the multiple regression analysis must be done using a 

statistical package such as Excel, Minitab, SPSS, or SAS. 

Evaluation of Forecasting Methods 

There is no consensus among researchers as to which particular measure is best 

for determining the most appropriate forecasting method (Levine, Berenson, & Stephan, 

1999). Accuracy is the criterion which determines the best forecasting method, so that 

accuracy is the most important concern in evaluating the quahty of a forecast. The goal of 

the forecasts is to minimize error. Forecast error is the difference between an actual value 

and its forecast value (Hanke & Reitsch, 1998). The formula is given as foUows: 
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ct = Yt - Ft (2.26) 

where 

Ct = forecast error in time period t 

Yt = actual value in time period t 

Ft= forecast value in time period t. 

Some of the common indicators used to evaluate accuracy are bias, mean absolute 

deviation {M.-iD), mean squared error {MSE), mean absolute percentage error {MAPE), 

mean percentage error {MPE), root mean squared error {RMSE), and U-statistic. 

Regardless of the measure being used, the lowest value generated indicates the most 

accurate forecasting model. 

Bias 

One measure of forecast error for a model is caUed bias, which is the average of 

errors. The formula is the foUowing: 

Bias = ^{F,-Y,)ln 
1=1 

where 

Ft = forecast for period t 

Yt = actual demand that occurred in period t 

n = number of forecast periods, that is, sample size. 

(2.27) 
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Bias indicates the directional tendency of forecast errors. When forecasts have 

been overestimating consistently, they will have a positive value of bias. In contrast, 

consistent underestiniation will produce a negative value of bias (Adam & Ebert, 1986). 

MAD 

One common method to measure overaU forecast error is the mean absolute 

deviation {MAD). Heizer and Render (2001) noted that this value is computed by taking 

the sum of the absolute values of the individual forecast errors and dividing by the 

sample size, the number of forecast periods. The formula is as foUows: 

1 ^ 1 I (2.28) 
MAD^-y\Y,-F,\ ^ ^ 

n ,=i 

where 

Yt = actual value in time period t 

Ft= forecast value in time period t 

n = number of periods. 

If a method fits the past time-series data perfectly, the MAD is zero, whereas if a 

method fits the past time-series data poorly, the MAD is large. Thus, when two or more 

forecasting methods are compared, the one with the minimum MAD can be selected as 

most accurate. 
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MSE 

Jarrett (1991) stated that the mean square error {MSE) is one generally accepted 

technique for exaluating the exponential smoothing methods as well as other methods. 

The equation is as fbUows: 

MSE^^-±{Y,-Fy ^ -̂̂ ^^ 
" ,=1 

where 

Yt = actual value in time period t 

Ft= forecast \alue in time period t 

n = number of periods. 

This measure defines error as the sum of squares of the forecast errors when divided by 

the number of periods of data. 

MAPE 

The mean absolute percentage error is the mean or average of the sum of aU of the 

percentage errors for a given data set taken without regard to sign. It is one measure of 

accuracy commorUy used in quantitative methods of forecasting (Makridakis, 

Wheelwright, & Hyndman, 1998). 

l^\y.-F\ (2-30) 
MAPE = -y^— ^ 

where 

Yt = actual value in time period t 

Ft= forecast value in time period t 
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n - number of forecast observations in the estimation period. 

MPE 

The mean percentage error is the average of aU of the percentage errors for a 

gi\'en data set. This average allows positive and negative percentage errors to cancel one 

another. Because of this, it is sometimes used as a measure of bias in the application of a 

forecasting method (Makridakis, Wheelwright, & Hyndman, 1998; Hanke & Reitsch 

1998). The formula of MPE is as foUows: 

"w r, 

where 

Yt = actual value in time period t 

Ft = forecast value in time period t 

n = number of forecast observations in the estimation period. 

RMSE 

Root mean square error is the square root of MSE. This measures error in terms of 

units that are equal to the original values (Jarrett, 1991). SymboUcaUy, the equation is: 

1 ^ I (2.32) 
RMSE=-J^^{Y,-F,) 

n /=i 

where 

Ft = forecast for period t 

Yt = actual demand that occurred in period t. 
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n - number of forecast observations in the estimation period. 

U-Statistic 

Theil's U-statistic allows a relative comparison of the forecasting approaches with 

naive methods (Theil, 1971). Naive models are used as the basis for making comparisons 

against which the performance of more sophisticated methods are judged. The original 

formula of TheU's U-statistic is as follows: 

C/ = 

"-1 F _v (2.33) 

(=1 i, 

n "-1 Y -Y 

where 

Yt = actual value in time period t 

Ft= forecast value in time period t 

n = number of forecast observations in the estimation period. 

Later, a modified U-statistic based on RMSE was developed. The U-statistic is 

computed as the ratio of the RMSE from a forecasting method to the RMSE of the naive 

method (Pindyck & Rubinstein, 1981; Maddala, 1977). The formula is as foUows: 

U = RMSE of the forecasting method / RMSE of the naive method (2.34) 

The ranges of the U-statistic can be expressed as foUows: 

U = 1: the naive approach is as good as the forecasting technique being evaluated. 

U < 1: the forecasting technique being used is better than the naive approach. 
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U > I: there is no reason to use a formal forecasting method, since using a naive 

method will generate better results. 

The smaller the U-stalic, the better the forecasting technique used is, compared to 

the nai\ e method. The closer the U-statistic is to 0, the better the method. When the value 

of the U-statistic is 0.55 or less than this value, the forecasting method is very good. 

Tracking Signal 

As the exponential smoothing methods (simple exponential smoothing method, 

double exponential smoothing method. Holt's method, or Winter's method) assume the 

continuation of a random historical pattern for the fiiture, it is useful to develop a 

technique to determine when the basic pattern has changed. A tracking signal is one way 

to monitor the possible need for the change (Hanke, Wichern, & Reitsch, 2001). In 

particular, a tracking signal is used to adjust the value of the smoothing constants. It 

shows the existence of any positive or negative bias in the forecasts. For instance, when 

there is a 95% chance that the actual observation wiU faU within approximately 2 

standard deviations of the forecast, the tracking signal is as foUows: 

Tracking signal = ±2 yJMSE (2-35) 

As long as a forecast falls within a range of permissible deviations of the forecast, 

no change in the smoothing constants is necessary. But, if a forecast faUs outside the 

range, the system signals a possible need to update the smoothing constants. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

This study evaluated different forecasting models using meal count data from a 

dining center at Texas Tech University. Data from two semesters - the 2000 spring 

semester and the 2000 faU semester- were collected and were used to forecast the meal 

counts of the 2001 spring semester. Then, actual data for the 2001 spring semester were 

used to test accuracy. Data of the 2000 spring semester and the 2000 faU semester were 

adjusted to eUminate abnormal data (to be explained later in this chapter). The forecasting 

models used in the analyses were the foUowing: naive model I, 2, and 3; moving average, 

double moving a\ erage, simple exponential smoothing, double exponential smoothing. 

Holt's, and Winters' models; simple linear and multiple regressions. The most 

appropriate forecasting method in this dining center was determined on the basis of 

accuracy and easy of use. In this research several common accuracy methods were used 

as foUows: mean squared deviation {MAD), mean squared error {MSE), mean percentage 

error {MPE), mean absolute percentage error {MAPE), and root mean squared error 

{RMSE). Forecasting methods were also compared against the results of the naive model 

using TheU's U-statistic. A ranking was assigned to each forecasting method. In addition, 

the researcher determined whether the 2000 spring semester data was better than the 2000 

faU semester data to forecast the meal counts of the 2001 spring semester. 
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Data Collection 

The data for this study were collected and recorded on a daily basis at a dining 

facility of Texas Tech University during the 2000 spring semester, the 2000 faU semester, 

and the 2001 spring semester. The data contains breakfast, lunch, and dinner meal counts. 

All the data w as saved into an Excel® spreadsheet. This research analyzed only the meal 

counts for dinner meals. The data used included meal counts from Monday through 

Saturday, since the dining facility was closed for dinner on Sundays. 

Adjustment of Data 

There w ere several steps for the adjustment of Data. First, data for a semester 

consisted of 17 weeks of meal coimts. The weeks that had more than two sets of missing 

data in a week due to closure of the dining center were deleted in order to exclude from 

the database incomplete weeks, such as the first and the last week of the semester, the 

week before spring break, the week before Thanfcsgiving, the spring break week, and 

Thanksgiving week. Therefore, it was decided to reduce the database 17 weeks to 13 

weeks of data to have meal counts of complete weeks. 

Second, since the forecasting models being developed were intended for typical 

situations, the database was analyzed to detect abnormaUties in the data. In this research, 

abnormahties in the data were considered when there was either extremely high or low 

value of data based on the day of the week due to special circumstances. Then data with 

special circumstances were adjusted by days of the week. There were some extremely 

high and low figures in the data due to many different factors, such as weather, special 
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sports games, special holidays, and special school events. For instance, when there was a 

home footbaU game in town, the number of meal counts was very high compared to those 

on normal days. In contrast, when there were footbaU games away from home, the 

number of meal counts was very low. Thus, those figures were adjusted by the average of 

meal counts based on the day basis. For instance, the meal count was 136 on Wednesday, 

May 3 in the 2000 spring semester. This was a very low meal count compared to the 

mean \'alue of meal counts on Wednesdays for the semester, 218. Thus, the figure, 136, 

w as replaced by 218. 

FinaUy, the adjustment for the effect of changes in population was considered. 

When there are changes in population, the forecasting error is increased. In the case of 

TTU, the number of meal contracts varies from semester to semester. The total number of 

students who bought meal contracts was different in the spring semester of 2000, the faU 

semester of 2000, and the spring semester of 2001, respectively. Thus, it is preferable to 

take into consideration the impact of population changes. In order to be able to use the 

data of one semester to forecast another semester, the data have to be comparable. 

Makridakis, Wheelwright, and Hyndman (1998) suggested that the standard approach be 

to employ an equivalent value. Then, the data are comparable and forecasts wUl not be 

affected by this variation. In this case, the data could be adjusted by the number of meal 

contracts of the semester period. Because the purpose of this research is to forecast the 

2001 spring semester, the number of meal contracts bought in the 2001 spring semester 

was considered standard. So, the first step was to adjust the meal counts for both 

semesters in 2000 to obtain the percentage of meal counts. The proportion of meal 
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contracts in the 2000 spring semester and the 2000 fall semester were adjusted by the 

number of meal contracts for the 2001 spring semester. As the number of meal contracts 

during the 2000 spring semester was 383, all data of the 2000 spring semester were 

divided by 383 to obtain the proportion of meal contracts being used. Similarly, aU the 

data of the 2000 fall semester were divided by the number of meal contracts in the 2000 

faU semester, 476. The number of meal contracts for the 2001 spring semester was 422. 

For instance, the number of meal counts was 234 for the first Monday of the 2000 spring 

semester, which corresponded to 0.611 of the meal contracts (234/383). This means that 

61.1% of the students with meal contracts had dinner at the dining center. Then this 

datum was adjusted by the meal contracts for the 2001 spring semester. This resulted in 

257.8 (0.611 * 422) students having dinner at the facUity. In conclusion, the 2000 spring 

semester data and the 2000 faU semester data were adjusted as foUows: 

Adjusted 2000 spring semester data = (2000 spring semester data / 383) * 422. (3.1) 

In the same way, 2000 faU semester data was adjusted using the foUowing equation: 

Adjusted 2000 faU semester data = (2000 faU semester data / 476) * 422. (3.2) 

Forecasting 

After data was adjusted and compUed into a spreadsheet, forecasting the 2001 

spring semester was implemented using 11 different forecasting methods with the 2000 

spring semester data and the 2000 faU semester data respectively. Computations were 

done using Microsoft Excel® except in the multiple regression method. It was executed 

by using the SAS® software program. 
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Naive Methods 

According to the suggestions of Makridakis, Wheelwright, and Hyndman (1998), 

at least two kinds of naive models are recommended for forecasting. In this research three 

naive models w ere used as follows: naive 1 (the simplest naive model with one day of 

lag), naive 2 (the nai\e model including weekly seasonality with one week of lag), and 

naive 3 (the naive model including weekly seasonality with one semester of lag). 

Naive I. The naive I method uses data from the previous day to forecast the 

current day (one day of lag). 

Ft+i = Yt (3.3) 

where 

Ft+i= forecast value for the next period 

Yt = actual value at period t. 

To start the forecast using naive model I, the last day of the 2000 spring semester 

or the 2000 faU semester was used to forecast the first day of the 2001 spring semester. 

For instance, using the 2000 faU semester to forecast the 2001 spring semester, the meal 

count of the last day (126) was used to forecast the first day (Monday) of the 2001 spring 

semester (see Table 3.1). To forecast the second day (Tuesday) of the 20001 spring 

semester, the actual meal count of Monday was needed. In this case, the actual meal 

count was 230, and was used for the forecast for Tuesday. Note that this model does not 

aUow forecasting two days in advance. 

F78+I = Yyg 

F79 = Y 7 8 = 1 2 6 
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As the actual meal count for the first Monday of the 2001 spring semester was 230, the 

forecasting error for Monday was 104 (c = 230 - 126) (see Table 3.1). 

Naive 2. The naive 2 method considers weekly seasonality by using data from the 

pre\'ious week to forecast the current week (one week of lag). 

F.., = Yt.5 (3.4) 

Here \\.f, is the actual data one week before the current week. Equation 3.4 makes 

forecasts based on data that is one week old. To forecast the first week of the 2001 spring 

semester, the last week of the 2000 spring semester or the 2000 faU semester has to be 

used. For instance, when the 2000 faU semester data were used for forecasting, the 

number of meal counts of the last week of the 2000 faU semester corresponded to the 

forecast of the first week of the 2001 spring semester (see Table 3.2). Since the meal 

count for the last Monday of the 2000 faU semester was 209, the forecast for the first 

Monday of the 2001 spring semester would be 209. 

F78+1 = Y78 - 5 

F79 = Y73 = 209 

As the actual meal count for the first Monday of the 2001 spring semester was 230, the 

forecasting error for Monday was 21 (e = 230 - 209) (see Table 3.2). 

Naive 3. In the naive 3 method, the data of the same week for the 2000 faU 

semester was used to forecast the corresponding week of the 2001 spring semester (one 

semester of lag). 

Ft+i = Yt_77 (3-5) 
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Table 3.1. Naive 1 Forecast Using the 2000 Fall Semester Data as a Base. 

Year 

2000 

2001 

Week 

13 

1 

Day 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

t 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

81 

82 

83 

84 

Yt 

209 

250 

240 

244 

145 

126 

230 

296 

245 

297 

167 

169 

Ft 

126 

230 

296 

245 

297 

167 

Ct 

104 

66 

-51 

52 

-30 

3 

Note: t = time period; 
Yt = actual value at period t; 
Ft = forecast value at period t; 
Ct - error at period t; 
Ft+i = Yt; 

Ft+i= forecast value for the next period. 
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Table 3.2. Naive 2 Forecast Using the 2000 FaU Semester Data as a Base. 

Year 

2000 

2001 

Week 

13 

1 

Day 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

t 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

81 

82 

83 

84 

Yt 

209 

250 

240 

244 

145 

126 

230 

Ft 

209 

250 

240 

244 

145 

126 

Ct 

21 

Note: t = time period; 
Yt = actual value at period t; 
Ft = forecast value at period t; 
Ct = error at period t; 
Ft+i = Y t - s ; 
Ft+i= forecast value for the next period; 
Yt-s = the actual data one week before the current week. 
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Here Y,.77 is the actual data one semester before the current semester. For instance, the 

meal count of the first Monday for the 2000 fall semester was used to forecast the first 

Monday of the 2001 spring semester (see Table 3.3). 

F78+I = Y7g.77 

F79 = Y, = 258 

As the actual meal count for the first Monday of the 2001 spring semester was 230, the 

forecasting error for Monday was -28 {e = 230 - 258) (see Table 3.3). 

Simple Moxong Average Method 

The mo\ing average is concerned with more recent observations. As each new 

observation becomes avaUable, a new mean is calculated by adding the newest value and 

dropping the oldest one (Hanke, Wichern, & Reitsch, 2001). 

The moving average method for smoothing a time-series is highly dependent on 

n, the number of terms selected for constructing the average. In this study, forecasts with 

different n were determined, with ranges from « = 2 t o « = 7in order to select the optimal 

n. For instance, when a 3-day moving average {n = 3) was considered, the forecast for the 

first Monday of the 2001 spring semester was calculated based on equation 2.4. 

F78+l = (Y78+Y77 + Y7g.3+l)/3 

F79 = (Y78 + Y77 + Y76) / 3 = (126 + 145 + 244) / 3 = 172 

As the actual meal count for the first Monday of the 2001 spring semester was 230, the 

forecasting error was 58 (e = 230 - 172) for the first Monday of the 2001 spring semester 

(see Table 3.4). The determination of the optimal n is included in Results section. 
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Table 3.3. Naive 3 Forecast Using the 2000 Fall Semester Data as a Base. 

Year 

2000 

2001 

Week 

I 

1 

Day 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

t 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

: 

79 

80 

81 

82 

83 

84 

Yt 

258 

257 

277 

245 

171 

109 

230 

Ft 

258 

257 

277 

245 

171 

109 

Ct 

-28 

Note: t = time period; 
Yt = actual value at period t; 
Ft = forecast value at period t; 
Ct = error at period t; 
Ft+i = Yt-77; 
Ft+i = forecast value for the next period; 
Yt-77 = the actual data one semester before the current semester. 
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Table 3.4. Forecasting with Simple Moving Average Method {n = 3) Using the 2000 FaU 
Semester Data as a Base. 

Year 

2000 

2001 

Week 

13 

1 

Day 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

t 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

81 

82 

83 

84 

Yt 

209 

250 

240 

244 

145 

126 

230 

296 

245 

297 

167 

169 

Ft 

172 

167 

Ct 

58 

129 

Note: t = time period; 
Yt = actual value at period t; 
Ft = forecast value at period t; 
et - error at period t; 
Ft+i = (Yt + Yt-i + Yt.2 + ... + Yt-n+i) / n; 
Ft+i = forecast value for the next period; 
n = number of terms in the moving average. 
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Double Moving Average Method 

Hanke and Reitsch (1998) recommended the use of the double moving average 

method to forecast time series data that have a linear trend. Forecasting with a double 

moving average requires determining two averages. The first moving average is 

determined similarly to the one in the simple moving average. After the first moving 

a\erage is computed, a second moving average is calculated. For instance, the forecast 

for the first Tuesday of the 2001 spring semester was calculated using equations 2.5 to 

2.9 w ith 2000 faU semester data and « = 3. 

The first moving average was computed using equation 2.5. 

M78 = Y78 + Y77 + Y76 = (126 + 145 + 244) / 3 = 172 

M77 = Y77 + Y76 + Y75 = (145 + 244 + 240) / 3 = 210 

M76 = Y76 + Y75 + Y74 = (244 + 240 + 250) / 3 = 245 

Equation 2.6 was used to calculate the second moving average. 

M'78 = (M79 + M78 + M77) / 3 = (172 + 210 + 245) / 3 = 209 

Equation 2.7 was used to develop a forecast by getting the difference between moving 

averages. 

a78 = 2 M78 - M'78 = 2 (172) - 209 = 135 

Equation 2.8 was used as an additional adjustment factor. 

b78 = ^ (M78 - M'78) = (1) (172 - 209) = -37 

FinaUy, the forecast for one period ahead {p= I) with double moving average was 

obtained using equation 2.9. 

F78+1 = a78 + b78 * p = 135 + (-37) (1) = 98 
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Table 3.5. Forecasting with Double Moving Average Method {n = 3) Using the 2000 
Fall Semester Data as a Base. 

Year 

2000 

2001 

Week 

13 

1 

Day 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

t 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

81 

82 

83 

84 

Meal 
Counts 

209 

250 

240 

244 

145 

126 

230 

296 

245 

297 

167 

169 

Mt 

245 

210 

172 

M't 

209 

Value 
of a 

135 

Value 
ofb 

-37 

Ft 

98 

Note: t = time period; 
Yt = actual value at period t; 
Ft = forecast value at period t; 
Ct = error at period t; 
Mt = Ft+i = (Yt + Yt-i + Yt.2 + ... + Yt.„+i) / n; 
M't- (Mt + Mt.i + Mt-2+ ... + Mt.„+i) / n; 

at= 2Mt - M't; bt = — (Mt - M't); 
« - l 

Ft+p= at + btp; 
n = number of periods in the double moving average; 
p = number of periods ahead to be forecast. 
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Obser\c that you need (2n - I) days of data in order to start using this method. 

Simple Exponential Smoothing Method 

The simple exponential smoothing method is based on smoothing past values of a 

series in an exponential technique. The observations are weighted, with more weight 

being given to the more recent observations. 

Equation 2.10 was used to forecast in the simple exponential smoothing method. 

An initial \ alue of Ft, the old smoothed value, was needed in order to start the forecast. 

There are several approaches to determine the initial value. One approach is to set the 

first estimate equal to the first observation; that is, Fi = Yi. Another approach is to use 

the average of the first five or six observations for the initial smoothed value. In this 

study, the first approach was employed (see Table 3.6). 

The accuracy of the simple exponential smoothing method strongly depends on 

the optimal value of alpha (a). A traditional optimization method based on the lowest 

MSE was used to determine the optimal alpha value. In other words, alpha generating the 

lowest MSE value was selected as the optimal alpha. Then, the alpha was used in 

forecasting. For instance, to forecast 2000 faU semester data using a = 0.1, Fi was 

assumed to be Yi, in this case 258 (see Table 3.6). The forecasts for the next couple of 

periods were the foUowing: 

Ft+i = aYt + ( l - a ) F t 

Fi+i = aYi + ( l - a ) F i 

F2 = (0.1) (258) + (1 - 0.1) (258) = 258 
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F, = (0.1) (257) + (I - 0.1) (258) = 257.9 

F4 = (0.1) (277) + (I - 0.9) (257.9) = 259.8 

Forecasts based on exponential smoothing methods assume the continuation of 

non-random historical patterns into the future (Hanke, Wichern, & Reitsch, 1998). When 

the continuation of the non-random historical pattern is broken, the accuracy of the 

exponential smoothing method is greatly reduced. Thus, it was important to detect 

changes in non-random historical patterns. A tracking signal was used to monitor changes 

in the pattern. As long as a forecast feU within a range of permissible deviations of the 

forecast from actual values, no change in alpha was necessary. But, if a forecast feU 

outside the range, the system indicated the possibUity of updating alpha value. 

In this study, the researcher uses Umits set of ± 2 standard deviations of the 

forecast (±2 -JMSE ) that gives a 95% chance that the actual observation wiU faU within 

the Umits. That is, as long as the forecasting errors are within the range of acceptable 

deviations of the forecast between +2^fMSE and -2 -JMSE , no change in alpha is 

necessary. For instance, if MSE is 3093, the 95% Umits are ±111 (see Figure 3.1). 

±2^MSE =±2V3093 =±2 (55.6) = ±111 

Therefore, the permissible variation is ±111. If any future absolute forecasting error is 

greater than 111, it is possible that a new optimal alpha might need to be calculated or a 

different forecasting method considered. 
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Table 3.6. Forecasting with Simple Exponential Smoothing Method (a = .1) Using the 
2000 Fall Semester Data as a Base. 

Year 

2000 

Week 

I 

Day 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

t 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Meal Counts 

258 

257 

277 

245 

171 

109 

Ft 

258 

258 

257.9 

259.8 

Note: t = time period; 
Yt = actual value at period t; 
Ft = forecast value at period t; 
Ft-i = aYt + ( l - a ) F t . i ; 
Ft+i = new smoothed value or the forecast value for the next period; 
a = smoothing constant ( 0 < a < 1). 
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o 
t 

140 

84 

JOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQOOOOOOOOOOOOOC 

-28 

-84 

-140 

Figure 3.1. Tracking Signal with Exponential Smoothing Forecasting Error (a = .022) 
Using the 2000 FaU Semester Data. 

Note: Limits = ±2 -JMSE ; 
±2^JMSE =±2^/3093 =±2 (55.6) = ±111. 
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Double Exponential Smoothing Method 

The double exponential smoothing method is recommended for forecasting time 

series data that have a linear trend (Hanke & Reitsch, 1998). The equations from 2.11 to 

2.15 were used for the double exponential smoothing. 

In this research, to start forecasting, the initial values of At and A't were 

considered equal to the first observation. Table 3.7 shows that Yi = Ai = A'l = 258 was 

used as the initial value. For instance, the forecast for the first Tuesday of the 2000 spring 

semester was calculated as foUows: 

A2 = aY2 + (I - a) A2.1 = (0.5) (300) + (1 - 0.5) 258 = 279 

A'2 = aA2 + (I - a) A'2-1 = (0.5) (279) + (I - 0.5) 258 = 268.5 

a: = 2A2 - A'2 = 2 (279) - 268.5 = 289.5 

b: = a (A2 - A'2) / (1 - a) = 0.5 (279 - 268.5) / 0.5 = 10.5 

F2-1 = a2 + b2 (p) = 289.5 + 10.5 (1) = 300. 

As in the simple exponential smoothing, the accuracy of the forecasting method 

highly depends on the optimal value of alpha. The one generating the lowest MSE value 

was selected as the optimal alpha. Also, a tracking system was developed to monitor the 

change of patterns. 

Holt's Method 

Holt's method smoothes the trend and slope directly by using different smoothing 

constants, alpha (a) and beta (P) (Hanke & Reitsch, 1998). The equations from 2.16 to 

2.18 were used to forecast using the HoU's method. The initial values for the smoothed 
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Table 3.7. Forecasting with Double Exponential Smoothing Method (a = .5) Using the 
2000 Fall Semester Data as a Base. 

t 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Meal 
Counts 

258 

300 

279 

244 

196 

178 

At 

258 

279 

A't 

258 

268.5 

Value of a 

258 

289.5 

Value ofb 

0 

10.5 

Forecast 
a + bp 

258 

258 

300 

Note: t = time period; 
At = exponentiaUy smoothed value of Yt at time t; 
A't = double exponentiaUy smoothed value of Yt at time t; 
p = periods to be forecast into the future; 
At = aYt + ( l - a ) A t . i ; 
A't = aAt + (l - a ) A't.i; 
at = 2At - A't; bt = a (At - A't) / (1 - a); 
bt= a ( A t - A ' t ) / ( I - a ) ; 
Ft+p = a + btp; 
a = smoothing constant ( 0 < a < 1); 
Yt= new observation or actual value of series in period t; 
Ft= old smoothed value or forecast for period t; 
Ft+i = new smoothed value or the forecast value for the next period. 
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series and the trend must be set in order to start the forecasts (Hanke, Wichern, & 

Reitsch, 2001). There are several methods used to determine the initial values to use in 

the forecast. One method is to set the first estimate of the smoothed series equal to the 

first observation. Then, the trend is estimated to equal zero. A second approach is to use 

the average of the first five or sbt observations as the initial smoothed value. Then, the 

trend is estimated using the slope of a line to fit these five or sbc observations. The first 

approach w as used in this research. The first observation, 258, corresponded to the first 

estmiate of the smoothed series (Yt = U = 258). And Tt= 0 were used as the initial value 

(see Table 3.8). For example, the forecast for the first Tuesday of the 2000 spring 

semester was calculated as foUows: 

L: = aY. + (1 - a) (L2.1 + T2.1) = 0.1 * 300 + (1 - 0.1) (258 + 0) = 262 

T2 = p (L2- L2.1) + (1 - p) T2.1 = (0.1) (262 - 258) + (1 - 0.1) (0) = 0.4 

F2̂ i = L2 + (1) T2 = 262 + 0.4 = 262.4 

Accuracy of Holt's exponential smoothing method requires optimal values of 

alpha (a) and beta (P). The optimal alpha and beta values were selected on the basis of 

minimizing the MSE. As in simple and double exponential smoothing methods, this 

method also required a tracking signal to monitor pattern changes. 

Winter's Method 

Winter's method not orUy considers trend, but it also considers seasonaUty (Hanke 

& Reitsch, 1998). This seasonahty estimation is provided as a seasonal index. Equations 

from 2.19 to 2.22 were used to forecast with Winter's method. 
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Table 3.8. Forecasting with HoU's Method (a = .1 and p = .1) 
Using the 2000 Fall Semester Data as a Base. 

T 

1 

") 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Meal 
Counts 

258 

300 

279 

244 

196 

178 

Lt 

258 

262 

Tt 

0 

0.4 

Ft 

258 

258 

262.4 

Note: t = time period; 
Lt = new smoothed value; 
Tt = trend estimate; 
Ft = forecast value at period t; 
Lt = aYt + ( l - a ) (L t . i + Tt.i); 
Tt = P ( L t - U i ) + ( l -P)Tt . i ; 
Ft-p=Lt + pTt; 
a = smoothing constant for the data (0 < a < 1); 
Yt = new observation or actual value of series in period t; 
P = smoothing constant for trend estimate ((0 < a < 1); 
p = periods to be forecast into the future; 
Ft+p= forecast for p periods into the future. 
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To start the forecasts, the initial values of the smoothed series Lt, the trend Tt, and 

the seasonal indices St must be given. One approach is to set the first estimate of the 

smoothed series equal to the first observation. Then, the trend is estimated to be equal to 

zero and the seasonal indices are set to 1.0. A second approach is to use the average of 

the first season or iS" (length of seasonality) observations as the initial smoothed value. 

The trend is then estimated using the slope of a line fit to these observations. In this 

research the first approach was used. First 6 new smoothed values were considered the 

same as the first 6 observations. And, the first 6 trend estimates were set as zero. The first 

SLx seasonahty indices were assigned as the value, one (see Table 3.9). For example, the 

forecast for the second Monday of the 2000 spring semester was calculated as foUows: 

L7 = a * YT/ S7.6+ (1 - a)(L7-i + T7.1) = 0.19 * 284/1 + (1 - 0.19)(178 + 0) = 198 

T7 = p (L7 - L7.1) + (1 - p) * T7-1 = 0.01 * (198 - 178) + (1 - 0.01) * 0 = 0.2 

S7 = y * Y7/L7 + (1 -y ) * 87.6= 0.19 * 284/198 + (1 -0.19) * 1 = 1.08 

F7+i= (L7 + p * T7) * S7^+p= (198 + 1 * 0.2) * S2 = 198.8 

The accuracy of Winter's method highly depends on the optimal values of alpha 

(a), beta (P), and gamma (y). The optimal a, P, and y were determined by minimizing a 

measure of forecast error of MSE. Also, Uke other exponential smoothing methods, a 

tracking signal was needed to monitor the change of patterns. 

Linear Regression 

Linear regression is used to estimate the nature of the relationship between a 

dependent variable and an independent variable. It involves predicting the variable Y 
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Table 3.9. Forecasting with Winter's Method (a = .19, p = .01, and y = .19) 
Using the 2000 Fall Semester Data as a Base. 

T 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Yt 

258 

300 

279 

244 

196 

178 

284 

Lt 

258 

300 

279 

244 

196 

178 

198 

Tt 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.2 

St 

1.08 

Ft 

198.8 

Note: t = time period; 
Yt = new observation or actual value of series in period t; 
At = new smoothed value; 
Tt= trend estimate; 
St = seasonal estimate; 
Ft = forecast value at period t; 
At = aYt / St.L + (1 - a)(At.i)(At.i + Tt.i); 
Tt = P (At - At.i) + (1 - P) Tt.i; St = yYt / At + (1 - y) St.L; 
Ft+p=(A, + pTt)St.L+p; 
a = smoothing constant; 
P = smoothing constant for trend estimate; 
y = smoothing constant for seasonaUty estimate; 
p = periods to be forecast into the future; 
L - length of seasonaUty; 
Ft+p = forecast for periods into the future. 
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based on knowledge of the variable X. A simple regression model can be expressed in the 

form of a straight line as mentioned in equation 2.23. 

Two regression models were used to forecast the 2001 spring semester. In the first 

case, data from the 2000 spring semester were used in the regression analysis. The 

regression model requires information about meal counts (Y) and about the time (X) of 

the data. A confidence level of 95% was used in the analysis. The output of the regression 

model included an ANOVA table, the coefficients of determination, their t statistics, and 

their respective p-values. The resuUing model was significant (F(i,76) = 7.84,/» = 0.0065), 

indicating that at least one of the coefficients was different from zero. The coefficient of 

determination (R") was .094, indicating that the model explained 9.4 percent of the 

variance. The estimate of the intercept was 245.01 (Po) with r-value = 19.68 and/?-value 

= 1.48E-31. The estimate of the P coefficient (pi) was -0.767 with f-value = -2.80 andp-

value = .0065. FinaUy, the forecasting model was Yt = 245.01 - 0.767 X. This model was 

used to forecast the 2001 spring semester. 

Similarly, data from the 2000 spring semester were used in the same way to create 

a forecasting model. Unlike the resuUs using spring 2000 data, the resuUs using this 

model were not significant: (F(i,76) = 0.52,/? = .4694). The coefficient of determination 

(R^) was .0069, indicating that the model explained .69 percent of the variance. The 

estimate of the intercept was 226.32 (Po) with ^value = 16.95 and/>-value = 1.537E-27. 

The estimate of the p coefficient (pi) was -.214 with lvalue = -0.73 andj^-value = .4694. 

FinaUy, the forecasting model was Yt = 226.32 - 0.214 X. Then, this model was used to 

forecast the 2001 spring semester. 
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MuUiplc Regression 

Multiple regression is used to estimate the nature of the relationship between a 

dependent variable and several independent variables. Multiple regression applies more 

than one independent variable to predict a dependent variable. When time series data are 

used in regression analysis, frequently the error term is not independent through time 

because the errors are serially correlated (auto correlated). When that happens, the 

efficienc) of ordinary least squares parameter estimates is adversely affected and 

standard error estimates are biased. 

An initial multiple regression with indicator variables was buUt where the days of 

the week (M, T, W, TH & F) were the indicator variables. Note that Saturday was not 

included in the model as it is redundant, as only n- I indicator variables are needed. 

When the 2000 spring semester was used as a base to forecast the 2001 spring semester, 

the initial model was tested for serial correlation using the AUTOREG® procedure from 

SAS® system. The Durbui-Watson statistics indicated a first-order autocorrelation at the 

1% significance level (DW= 1.6120,/? = .0081). SimUarly, in the case of the 2000 faU 

semester the initial model was tested for serial correlation using the AUTOREG® 

procedure from SAS® system. The Durbin-Watson statistics indicated a first-order 

autocorrelation at the 5% significance level (DW= 1.7105,/? = .0368). 

As autocorrelation was found in the time series, a correction was needed. A 

stepwise auto regression was performed using the Yule-WaUcer method where the 

retained autoregressive parameters were significant at the .05 levels. The estimates were 

obtained using the Exact Maximum Likelihood method instead of Ordinary Least 
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Squares in order to reduce bias in the error estimates. The model included an 

autoregressive lag of six to consider weekly seasonality (Sundays were excluded because 

the foodservice facility was closed on Sundays). After discarding the autoregressive lags 

suggested by the backward elimination process and the variables that were not 

significant, a reduced model was run. 

Wlien the 2000 spring semester was used as a base to forecast the 2001 spring 

semester, the root mean squared error {RMSE) was 18.89, and the model R̂  was .85. The 

back'\vard elimination process discarded the lag I, 4, 5, and 6 autoregressive terms (see 

Table 3.10). 

In the 2000 faU semester, RMSE was 19.54, and the model R̂  was .86. The 

back-ward eUmination process discarded the lag 1, 2, 3, and 4 autoregressive terms (see 

Table 3.11). 

Evaluation of Forecasting Methods 

In this study the most appropriate forecasting method was selected on the basis of 

both accuracy and easy of use. After the 2001 spring semester forecasts were completed 

using various forecasting methods, the accuracy of the forecasting methods was assessed 

using mean absolute deviation {MAD), mean squared error {MSE), mean percentage error 

{MPE), mean absolute percentage error {MAPE), root mean squared error {RMSE), and 

TheU's U- statistic. Since there is no standard universaUy accepted model for forecast 

accuracy, which model to adopt was considered. Both accuracy outcomes and ease of use 

were taken into consideration. 
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Table 3.10. Beta Estimates and p-values for the 2000 Spring Semester Using the 2000 
Fall Semester Data as a Base. 

Intercept 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

AR2 

AR3 

Beta Estimates 

131.82 

131.02 

124.69 

114.95 

109.51 

29.17 

-.41 

-.20 

/ 

25.52 

23.27 

27.38 

22.63 

24.19 

5.17 

-5.58 

-2.72 

p-value 

<.001 

<.001 

<.001 

<.001 

<.001 

<.001 

<.001 

.0074 

Note: t = time period. 
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Table 3.11. Beta Estimates and p-values for the 2000 FaU Semester Using the 2000 FaU 
Semester Data as a Base. 

Intercept 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

AR5 

AR6 

Beta Estimates 

124.68 

133.92 

136.32 

125.31 

119.98 

44.42 

+.2016 

+.3174 

/ 

21.09 

19.13 

17.17 

15.43 

15.09 

6.31 

-2.60 

-4.05 

p-value 

<.00l 

<.001 

<.001 

<.001 

<.001 

<.001 

.0102 

< .0001 

Note: t = time period. 
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Makridakis, Wheelwright, and Hyndman (1998) mentioned the usefulness of MSE 

and U- statistic to measure the accuracy of the forecasting methods. Some research also 

has suggested using MSE and U-statistic, if all errors are of relatively the same magnitude 

(Pindyck & Rubinstein, 1981; Maddala, 1977). In this research MSE and TheU's U-

statistic were selected as the most important models in assessing forecast accuracy even 

though MAD, MPE, MAPE, and RMSE for each forecasting method were also calculated. 

In the case of institutional foodservice operations, special consideration is 

required concerning ease of use of the method since the person in charge of forecasting 

usuaUy has Uttle time and Uttle knowledge in some instances to implement the forecasts. 

The easy of use of the forecasting methods is sometimes far more important than the 

accuracy of the forecasting methods in practice. 

A ranking of the forecasting methods was used based on easy of the use. The 

naive methods 1, 2, and 3 were considered the simplest models and ranked first. The 

simple moving average and the simple exponential smoothing methods were ranked 

second. The double moving average and the double exponential smoothing methods were 

ranked third. Holt's method and the Unear regression were ranked fourth. Winter's 

method was ranked fifth, and multiple regression was ranked skth because it was 

considered the most compUcated method (Georgoff & Murdick, 1986; Hanke & Reitsch, 

2001; Wheelwright & Makridakis, 1985). 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this research was to identify an appropriate forecasting method for 

a dining facility at Texas Tech University. The study compared 11 forecasting methods: 

naive 1, naive 2, naive 3, moving average (MA), double moving average (DMA), simple 

exponential smoothing (SES), double exponential smoothing (DES), HoU's method 

(HES), Winter's method (WES), Unear regression (LR), and muUiple regression (MR). 

The meal counts of the 2001 spring semester were used to assess the accuracy of different 

forecasting methods. The meal counts of the 2000 spring semester and the 2000 faU 

semester were used as bases respectively in order to forecast the meal counts of the 2001 

spring semester. The most appropriate forecasting method was selected based on 

accuracy and ease of use. 

Accuracy of the Forecasting Methods 

In this study six models - Mean Squared Deviation {MAD), Mean Squared Error 

{MSE), Mean Percentage Error {MPE), Mean Absolute Percentage Error {MAPE), Root 

Mean Squared Error {RMSE), and TheU's U-statistic (U-statistic) - were adopted to 

assess the accuracy of forecasting methods. The smaUer the forecast error is, the more 

accurate the forecasting method is. 
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Nai\'c 1 model 

Naive 1 model considers the last actual datum avaUable as the forecast for the 

next day. As the number of meal counts at the dining center studied changes according to 

the day of the week, this method did not obtain good accuracy. For instance, the meal 

counts in the 2000 spring semester generally decrease from Monday to Saturday (M > T 

> W > TH > F > Sa). This effect induces a bias in the forecast, creating over-forecasting 

errors. When the 2000 spring semester was used as a base, naive 1 model had the second 

worst accuracy {MSE = 5,070; U-statistic = 3), as shown in Table 4.1. Figure 4.1 shows 

the forecasting errors of the 2001 spring semester using the 2000 spring data as base, 

where the largest error (189) occurred on the 31" day (Monday). When the 2000 faU 

semester w as used as a base, simUar resuUs occurred with this method {MSE = 4,993; U-

statistic = 2.83), as shown in Table 4.2. These results demonstrate that when the 2000 

spring semester data was used as a base to forecast the 2001 spring semester, the 

forecasting errors were larger than were errors in the corresponding 2000 faU semester 

data. 

Naive 2 model 

Naive 2 model considers seasonaUty by using the last week of data to forecast the 

next week. It has a lag of one week. Since the data in this research considered weekly 

seasonaUty, naive 2 had smaUer errors. When the 2000 spring semester was used as a 

base, this method had the third smaUest MSE (563), as shown in Table 4.1. Because of 

the smaU MSE, naive 2 was used as the reference for the U-statistic, so the value of the 
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Table 4.1. Forecast Accuracy Using the 2000 Spring Semester Data as a Base. 

Naive 1 

Naive 2 

NaT\c 3 

MA (n=7) 

DMA (n=6) 

SES (a=.017) 

DES (a= .007) 

HES 
(a= .002; p= .088) 

WES 
(a=.19;P=.01;y=.19) 

LR 

MR 

MAD 

53 

19 

20 

46 

47 

47 

47 

47 

15 

72 

15 

MSE 

5070 

563 

604 

2901 

2932 

3054 

3000 

2853 

427 

6865 

357 

MPE 

-6.44 

-1.03 

1.34 

-8.13 

-8.23 

-10.75 

-9.69 

-7.74 

-1.37 

23.63 

-0.47 

MAPE 

26.12 

9.70 

9.57 

25.19 

25.54 

26.38 

26.18 

25.74 

7.72 

30.63 

7.48 

RMSE 

71.20 

23.70 

24.60 

53.90 

54.10 

55.26 

55.77 

53.41 

20.66 

82.86 

18.89 

U-
Statistic 

3.00 

1.00 

1.04 

2.27 

2.28 

2.33 

2.35 

2.25 

0.87 

3.49 

0.80 

Rank 
Best to 
Worst 

10 

3 

4 

6 

7 

9 

8 

5 

2 

11 

1 

Note: MA = moving average; DMA = double moving average; SES = simple exponential 
smoothing; DES = double exponential smoothing; HES = HoU's method; WES = 
Winter's method; LR = Unear regression; MR = muUiple regression; MAD = mean 
absolute deviation; MSE = mean squared error; MPE = mean percentage error; MAPE = 
mean absolute percentage error; RMSE = root mean squared error; U-statistic = TheU's 
U-statistic. The minimal errors are in bold. 
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Table 4.2. Forecast Accuracy Using the 2000 Fall Semester Data as a Base. 

Nai\c 1 

Nai\-c 2 

Naive 3 

MA (n=7) 

DMA (n=6) 

SES (a=.022) 

DES (a= .008) 

HES 
(a= .002; p= .095) 

WES 
(a=. l l ;p=.04;y=.17) 

LR 

MR 

A/.-</) 

S2 

20 

23 

45 

46 

46 

46 

47 

17 

52 

16 

MSE 

4993 

625 

908 

2845 

2967 

3054 

3000 

2861 

431 

3210 

382 

MPE 

-6.63 

-2.04 

-0.25 

-8.66 

-8.27 

-11.23 

-10.26 

-7.6 

-2.69 

0.19 

-1.31 

MAPE 

25.93 

9.82 

11.76 

25.03 

25.66 

26.39 

26.17 

25.77 

8.59 

26.44 

7.85 

RMSE 

70.66 

25.00 

30.13 

53.34 

54.47 

55.26 

54.77 

53.49 

20.76 

56.66 

19.54 

U-
Statistic 

2.83 

1.00 

1.21 

2.13 

2.18 

2.21 

2.19 

2.14 

0.83 

2.27 

0.78 

Rank 
Best to 
Worst 

11 

3 

4 

5 

7 

9 

8 

6 

2 

10 

1 

Note: MA = moving average; DMA = double moving average; SES = simple exponential 
smoothing; DES = double exponential smoothing; HES = HoU's method; WES = 
Winter's method; LR = Unear regression; MR = muUiple regression; MAD = mean 
absolute deviation; MSE = mean squared error; MPE = mean percentage error; MAPE = 
mean absolute percentage error; RMSE = root mean squared error; U-statistic = TheU's 
U-statistic. The minimal errors are in bold. 
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Figure 4.1. Forecasting Errors of Naive 1 Using the 2000 Spring Semester Data as a 
Base. 
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U-statistic was 1. Figure 4.2 shows the forecasting errors of the 2001 spring semester 

using the 2000 spring data as a base. The largest error (64) occurred on the 7* day 

(Monday). When the 2000 fall semester was used as a base, similar outcomes occurred 

w ith this method {MSE = 625), as shown in Table 4.2. Naive 2 model was also ranked as 

the 3 most accurate method. In naive 2, the 2000 spring semester data was better than 

the 2000 faU semester data for forecasting the 2001 spring semester. 

Naive 3 model 

Nai\ e 3 model was a modified version of naive 2 because it considers seasonaUty 

but has a lag of one semester. That is, the first week of data of the semester base is used 

to forecast the first week of the 2001 spring semester. When the 2000 spring semester 

w as used as a base, naive 3 had good accuracy and ranked the 4''' {MSE = 604, U-statistic 

= 1.04), as shown in Table 4.1. Even though this method obtained good accuracy, it was 

not as good as naive 2. Figure 3.3 shows the forecasting errors of the 2001 spring 

semester using the 2000 spring data as base, where the largest 

error was 55 on Tuesday. SimUarly, using the 2000 faU semester as a base, this method 

produced smaU errors {MSE = 908, U-statistic = 1.21), ranking this method in fourth 

place (see Table 4.2). These resuUs show that the 2000 spring semester data produced 

smaUer errors than the 2000 faU semester data as a base to forecast the 2001 spring 

semester. 
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Figure 4.2. Forecasting Errors of Naive 2 Using the 2000 Spring Semester Data as a 
Base. 
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Figure 4.3. Forecasting Errors of Naive 3 Using the 2000 Spring Semester Data as a 
Base. 
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Moving Average Method 

Moving average (MA) is one of the simplest mathematical models. However, it 

does not perform w ell when the time series contains seasonality. Several moving average 

models w ith different n were tested and the model wUh n = l produced the smallest MSE 

(2,845) as shown in Table 4.3. When the 2000 spring semester was used as base, MA was 

one of the least accurate methods {MSE = 2,901, U-statistic = 2.27), as shown in Table 

4.1. Since the value of the U-statistic is larger than one, this method does not outperform 

the nai\ e 2 model and should not be used for this appUcation. Figure 4.4 shows the 

forecasting errors of the 2001 spring semester using the 2000 spring data as base, where 

the largest error (114) occurred on the 60"* day (Saturday). When the 2000 faU semester 

w as used as base, MA {n = 1) was the most accurate method among the forecasting 

methods that did not consider seasonaUty pattern. MA {n = 7) obtained the smaUest errors 

{MSE - 2,845, U-statistic = 2.13) (see Table 4.2). These resuUs show that the 2000 faU 

data was better than the 2000 spring data for forecasting the 2001 spring semester. 

Double Moving Average Method 

Double moving average (DMA) is more appropriate when time series data has a 

Unear trend. Several double moving averages with different n were tested, and the 

optimal model {n = 6) was the one with the smaUest MSE. When the 2000 spring 

semester was used as base, DMA produced large errors {MSE = 2,932, U-statistic = 2.28), 

as shown in Table 4.1. This is due to the fact that DMA did not consider seasonaUty and 

the data did not have a Unear trend pattern. Figure 4.5 shows the forecasting errors of the 
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Table 4.3. The ResuUs of MSE wUh Different n Using Moving Average on the 2000 
Spring Semester Data. 

MSE 

n=2 

5450 

n=3 

5013 

n-4 

4902 

n=5 

4141 

n=6 

2966 

n=7 

2901 

n=8 

3334 

Note: n = number of terms in the moving average; 
MSE = Mean Squared Error. The minimal error is in bold; 

A/5£=-X(>',-^,)'; 
" ,=1 

Yt = actual value in time period t; 
Ft= forecast value in time period t. 
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Figure 4.4. Forecasting Errors of MA (« = 7) Using the 2000 Spring Semester Data as a 
Base. 
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2001 spring semester using the 2000 spring data as base. The largest error (112) occurred 

on the 30̂ ^ day (Saturday). Similarly, when the 2000 fall semester was used as a base, 

DMA {n = 6) also produced large errors {MSE = 2,967, U-statistic =2.18) (see Table 4.2). 

In the DMA, the 2000 spring semester data was a Uttle bit better than the 2000 fall 

semester data to forecast the meal counts of the 2001 spring semester. 

Simple Exponential Smoothing Method 

Simple exponential smoothing (SES) is more effective when there is random 

demand and no seasonal pattern in the data. The SES model requires using an optimal 

alpha value in order to reduce forecasting errors. A simple optimization method that 

minimizes the MSE was used to determine the optimal alpha value. Table 4.4 shows that 

when optimal alpha is .017, SES obtained the minimum error {MSE = 3,054) using the 

2000 spring semester as a base. In this research SES (a = .017) had large errors {MSE = 

3,054; U-statistic = 2.33), as shown in Table 4.1, because it did not consider seasonaUty. 

Figure 4.6 shows the forecasting errors of the 2001 spring semester using the 2000 spring 

data as base. The largest error (122) occurred on the 30"̂  day (Saturday). When the 2000 

faU semester was used as a base, the optimal alpha was .022 because the minimum error 

{MSE -= 3,054) was obtained with the alpha value, .022 (see Table 4.5). SES (a = .022) 

was the third least accurate {MSE = 3,054; U-statistic = 2.21) and was the least accurate 

hy MPE (see Table 4.2). In the SES, there was no difference between spring and faU 

semesters based on MSE and U-statistic. 
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Figure 4.5. Forecasting Errors of DMA {n = 6) Using the 2000 Spring Semester Data as a 
Base. 
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Table 4.4. Optimal Alpha (a) with Simple Exponential Smoothing Method Using the 
2000 Spring Semester Data 

a 

MSE 

.1 

3285 

.01 

3134 

.015 

3058 

.016 

3055 

.017 

3054 

.018 

3055 

.019 

3057 

.02 

3060 

.03 

3112 

.2 

3505 

.3 

3755 

Note: a = smoothing constant (0 < a < 1); 
MSE = Mean Squared Error. The optimal alpha is in bold; 

A/5£ = - i t ( r , -F,)^ 
n ,=, 

n = number of periods; 
"̂ 't = actual value in time period t; 
Ft= forecast value in time period t. 

Table 4.5. Optimal Alpha (a) with Simple Exponential Smoothing Method Using the 
2000 FaU Semester Data. 

a 

MSE 

.1 

3185 

.01 

3183 

.02 

3056 

.021 

3054 

.022 

3054 

.024 

3054 

.025 

3055 

.026 

3056 

.03 

3062 

.2 

3422 

.3 

3677 

Note: a = smoothing constant (0 < a < 1); 
MSE = Mean Squared Error. The optimal alpha is in bold; 

MSE=-Y,{Y,-Fy; 
n ,=i 

n = number of periods; 
Yt = actual value in time period t; 
Ft= forecast value in time period t. 
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Figure 4.6. Forecasting Errors of SES (a = .017) Using the 2000 Spring Semester Data as 
a Base. 
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Double Exponential Smoothing Method 

Double exponential smoothing (DES) is recommended to forecast time series data 

that ha\ e a linear trend. As in SES, the optimal alpha (a) was determined when the value 

of alpha obtained the minimum MSE. In this research DES had large errors {MSE =3,000; 

U-statistic = 2.35) using the 2000 spring semester as a base when optimal alpha was .007 

(see Table 4.1). Because DES does not consider seasonality patterns, this method was not 

appropriate for the time series data wUh seasonaUty. Figure 4.7 shows the forecasting 

errors of the 2001 spring semester using the 2000 spring data as a base. The largest error 

(120) occurred on the 30̂ ^ day (Saturday). SimUarly, when the 2000 faU semester was 

used as a base, DES was the fourth least accurate {MSE = 3,000, U-statistic = 2.19), as 

shown in Table 4.2. These resuUs show that the value of MSE and U-statistic were the 

same in both semesters. 

HoU's Method 

HoU's exponential smoothing method (HES) is frequently used to handle a Unear 

trend. HES smoothes the trend and slope directly by using different smoothing constants, 

alpha (a) and beta (P). In this research, HES performed best among those methods that 

were not designed for seasonal data. A simple optimization method that minimizes the 

MSE was used to determine the optimal alpha and beta values. When the 2000 spring 

semester was used as a base, the smaUest error was obtained when alpha was .002 and 

beta was .088 respectively. HES had an error of 2,853 as measured hy MSE. Even though 

this method only considered the trend pattern, HES generated better accuracy than did 
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Figure 4.7. Forecasting Errors of DES (a = .007) Using the 2000 Spring Semester Data 
as a Base. 
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MA, DMA, SES, DES, and LR (see Table 4.1). Figure 4.8 shows the forecasting errors of 

the 2001 spring semester using the 2000 spring data as a base. The largest error (118) 

occurred on the 30* day (Saturday). When the 2000 fall semester data was used as a base, 

similar results occurred. HES was the sbcth most accurate method {MSE = 2,861, U-

statistic = 2.14) (see Table 4.2). In this HES, spring semester data was a little bU better 

than fall semester data for forecasting the meal counts of the 2001 spring semester. 

Winter's Method 

Winter's exponential smoothing method (WES) provides a useful way to consider 

seasonaUty when the time-series data has a seasonal pattern. A simple optimization 

method that minimizes the MSE was used to determine the optimal alpha, beta, and 

gamma values. The smaUest MSE was obtained when alpha was .19, beta was .01, and 

gamma was .19 using the 2000 spring semester as a base. WES {MSE = 427; U-statistic = 

0.76) was the second most accurate because U considered seasonaUty (see Table 4.1). 

Figure 4.9 shows the forecasting errors of the 2001 spring semester using the 2000 spring 

data as base. The largest error (68) occurred on the 4̂*̂  day (Thursday). SimUarly, when 

the 2000 faU semester was used as a base, WES generated the second most accurate 

forecast {MSE = 431, U-statistic = 0.83) because this method considered seasonaUty (see 

Table 4.2). Just as in the case using the 2000 faU semester as a base, the optimal alpha, 

beta, and gamma were .11, .04, and .17, respectively. These resuUs demonstrate that the 

2000 spring data was a Uttle bU better than the 2000 faU data for forecasting the 2001 

spring semester. 
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Figure 4.8. Forecasting Errors of HES (a = .002, p = .088) Using the 2000 Spring 
Semester Data as a Base. 
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Figure 4.9. Forecasting Errors of WES (a = .19, p = .01, and y = .19) Using the 2000 
Spring Semester Data as a Base. 



Linear Regression 

In real-Ufe situations, identifying the relationship between two variables as in 

smiple linear regression is not frequently appropriate because more than one independent 

\ ariable is usually necessary to predict a dependent variable accurately. In this research, 

linear regression (LR) was the method wUh the largest error when spring semester was 

used {MSE = 6,965; U-slatistic = 3.49), as shown in Table 4.1, perhaps because U only 

included one \ ariable and U did not capture the change induced by the season. Figure 

4.10 shows the forecasting errors of the 2001 spring semester using the 2000 spring data 

as base. The largest error (134) occurred on the 64̂ ^ day (Thursday). When the 2000 faU 

semester w as used as base, LR was the second least accurate method {MSE = 3,210; U-

statistic = 2.27), as shown in Table 4.2. However, it was the second most accurate by 

MPE. These results show that the 2000 faU semester data was much better than the 2000 

spring semester data for forecasting the 2001 spring semester. 

MuUiple Regression 

MuUiple regression (MR) is a usefiil extension of the simple regression method. It 

aUows us to apply several independent variables instead of just one variable. In this 

research, MR {MSE = 357, U-statistic = 0.80) using the 2000 spring semester 

outperformed aU the other methods because it fit the time series data with seasonaUty (see 

Table 4.1). It also considered more than one independent variable. Figure 4.11 shows the 

forecasting errors of the 2001 spring semester using the 2000 spring data as base. The 

largest error (46) occurred on the 54"" day (Thursday). Similarly, when the 2000 faU 
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Figure 4.10. Forecasting Errors of LR Using the 2000 Spring Semester Data as a Base. 
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Figure 4.11. Forecasting Errors of MR Using the 2000 Spring Semester Data as a Base. 
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semester was used as a base, MR also generated the best accuracy {MSE = 382; 

U-statistic = 0.78) as shown in Table 4.2. It generated the smallest error because MR 

considered seasonaUty data very weU. In the MR, the smallest error was obtained when 

the 2000 spring semester data was used as a base to forecast the 2001 spring semester. 

That is. the 2000 spring semester was better than the 2000 faU semester to forecast the 

2001 spring semester. 

Table 4.1 shows MR obtained the smallest value of U-statistic (0.80) among the 

11 forecasting methods when the 2000 spring semester data was used. WES (U-statistic = 

0.87) was the second most accurate forecasting method foUowed by naive 2 (U-statistic = 

1). The resuU of U-statistic showed that only MR and WES were better than the naive 

approaches (naive method 2 and naive method 3). Since using the naive methods, which 

are the simplest methods, generates better resuUs, there is no reason to use the other 

forecasting methods except MR and WES. LR was the least accurate forecasting method 

(U-statistic = 3.49). The resuUs of the other accuracy models {MAD, MAPE, RMSE) 

generated simUar outcomes. However, in terms of MPE, naive method 2 (-1.03%) was 

the second most accurate forecasting method foUowed by naive method 3 (1.34%). WES 

(-1.37%) was the fourth most accurate method in MPE measurement. SimUarly, Table 4.2 

shows that only MR (0.78) and WES (0.83) were better than naive approaches on the 

basis of U-statistic. Thus, in terms of U-statistic, only MR and WES were better than 

naive models in both semesters. 

In conclusion, based on accuracy, the best method was MR, foUowed by WES. 

Naive 2 was the third most accurate forecasting method in using both spring semester and 
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fall semester to forecast the 2001 spring semester. Because of the obvious weekly 

seasonality pattern, MR, WES, and naive 2 could produce much better accuracy than the 

other methods that did not consider seasonality pattern in both spring and faU semesters. 

The Most Appropriate Forecasting Method 

In this study the most appropriate forecasting method was selected based on 

accuracy and ease of use. In terms of accuracy, MR outperformed aU the other 

forecasting methods in both the 2000 spring semester and the 2000 faU semester. WES 

w as the second, and naive 2 was the third most accurate forecasting method in both 

semesters. However, many foodservice managers do not have enough time or knowledge 

to forecast using MR and WES. If somebody who is in charge of forecasting feels 

comfortable with MR or WES and has enough time, he or she should use MR or WES 

because both methods produce smaU errors. 

As mentioned in the Methodology section, each forecasting method was ranked 

based on ease of use. The selection based on easy of use does not change with the 

semester base. Naive 1, 2, and 3 were ranked first. MA and SES were ranked second 

based on ease of use and DMA and DES were ranked third. 

Naive 2 was the third most accurate forecasting method in both the 2000 spring 

semester and the 2000 faU semester bases, and it was the simplest forecasting method to 

implement and to handle. Only naive 2 had a high ranking in both accuracy and easy of 

use. Therefore, naive 2 was selected as the most appropriate forecasting method for this 
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specific dining facihty. When simplicUy and ease of use are important features of the 

forecasting method, this study suggests using naive method 2. 

Comparison of the DilTerent Semester Data as Bases of Forecasting 

MuUiple regression was the best in terms of accuracy for both the spring and faU 

semesters that w ere used to forecast the meal count data for the 2001 spring semester. 

The smallest error was obtained when the 2000 spring semester was used for the 2001 

spring semester forecast. In addUion, most of the forecasting methods using the 2000 

spring semester as a base generated better accuracy than did forecasting methods using 

the 2000 faU semester as a base. In other words, overaU, the 2000 spring semester data 

w as better than the 2000 faU semester data to forecast the 2001 spring semester data. This 

fact imphes that same season data can be better than different season data in order to 

execute forecasts. It might be that there is a change in the behavior of students between 

different seasons that affects the students' attendance in dining centers. For instance, 

female students might skip meals in order to lose weight and fit into swimming smts 

during the spring semester. Perhaps the nice weather induces students to eat outside. 

Comparison of ResuUs with Other Research 

Some researchers have noted that simple mathematical models can be as accurate 

as complex mathematical models (Messersmith & MUler, 1991; MUler, McCahon, & 

Bloss, 1991). Contrary to these findings, in this study, more compheated forecasting 

methods, such as muUiple regression. Winter's method and HoU's method outperformed 
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the simple forecasting methods such as the moving average method and the simple 

exponential smoothing method. 

Some research has noted that naive models produce less accurate forecasts than 

do computerized mathematical models (Messersmith & MUler, 1991; MUler, McCahon, 

& Bloss. 1991). In this study, the simplest methods, naive 2 and naive 3, outperformed aU 

the forecasting methods implemented except for muUiple regression and Winter's 

method. 

MiUer, McCahon, and MUler (1991b) suggested using spring semester data to 

forecast spring semester and faU semester data to forecast faU semester. The outcome of 

this research supports theu- findings. Even though the 2001 faU semester data was more 

recent than the 2000 spring semester data in forecasting the 2001 spring semester, spring 

semester data generated better accuracy than did faU semester data. 

Famum and Stanton (1989) noted that when a seasonahty pattern is consistent, 

adjusting seasonal data generaUy produces more accurate forecasts. Hanke, Wichern, and 

ReUsch (2001) also noted that deseasonaUzed data frequently generates more accuracy 

than does Wmter's method on the original data. However, a study done by Vincent 

(2001) found that there was only a minor unprovement when deseasonaUzation before 

implementing exponential smoothing was adopted. The research also indicated that when 

the exponential smoothing method was strongly affected by seasonaUty, the value of 

alpha should be close to zero. The resuUs of this study show huge improvement with 

deseasonaUzed data. When the 2000 spring semester data was used as a base, SES wUh 

deseasonaUzed data generated better accuracy {MSE = 402) compared to the forecast 
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accuracy by SES with seasonalized data {MSE = 3,054). It was also more accurate than 

usmg WES {MSE = 427) on the original data. Similarly, when the 2000 faU semester was 

used as a base. SES {MSE = 526) after adjusting the data was much more accurate than 

SES {MSE = 3.054) on the original data. It was also more accurate than using WES {MSE 

= 431) on the raw data. In addition, when SES employed adjusted seasonal data, optimal 

alpha for the 2000 spring semester was .22 and optimal alpha for the 2000 faU semester 

w as .09. While the value of alpha in the 2000 spring semester was not close to zero, alpha 

m the 2000 faU semester was close to zero. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

Summary 

This study identified the most appropriate method based on accuracy and 

simplicUy for forecasting meal counts in a dining facihty at Texas Tech University. The 

resuUs show ed that multiple regression obtained the best accuracy. However, U was not 

selected as the most appropriate forecasting method due to Us complexity in practice. 

Instead, appropriate naive methods are recommended for usUig by foodservice managers 

in mstUutional dmmg facUities. Not only were naive method 2 and 3 the third and fourth 

most accurate models, but they were also the simplest models to implement. The 2000 

spring semester data were better than the 2000 faU semester data to forecast 2001 sprUig 

semester data. 

Lunitations of the Research 

SUice the analysis was for a specific duimg center, the resuUs of this study cannot 

be directly apphcable to other places and situations. Also, what is good today might not 

be in the future because the situation is a dynamic one. Nevertheless, the design of the 

study may apply to other uistitutional operations or even other foodservice industry 

operations. 

The forecastuig models used ui this study were designed to forecast normal 

demand situations. Thus, forecasting for special demands (extremely high or low) due to 
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many kinds of variables was not considered. Many real-life forecasting situations are 

more complicated and difficult due to such variables as weather, food menu Uems, 

special student acti\ities, hoUdays, and money availability. Therefore, U is recommended 

that foodservice managers apply appropriate quantUative methods, such as naive 

methods, with acceptable judgment, common sense, and experience, m order to obtain 

better forecastuig accuracy. 

Recommendations for Further Research 

A useful future study might use the data of several dining centers, and identify 

w hether the best forecasting method at one duung center is also the best m other duimg 

facUities. The resuUs of the present study showed that the 2000 sprmg semester was 

better than the 2000 faU semester data for forecasting the 2001 sprmg semester. This may 

indicate that same season data is better than different season data ui unplementuig 

forecasts. Further research may forecast faU semester to identify whether previous faU 

semester data is better than previous spring semester data. More reseeu-ch might also be 

unplemented applymg more sophisticated forecastuig techniques, such as Box Jenkins or 

neural networks. 
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Figure A. 1. Raw Data of the 2000 Spruig Semester 
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Figure A.2. Raw Data of the 2000 FaU Semester 
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Figure A.3. Raw Data of the 2001 Spruig Semester 
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